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Diane Sbanabruch, Tracy Allgeier, Dave Galvin, Brian Fors, 
Kevin Joyce, and Pat Hurley take meals to Cleveland's 
homeless. See related stor on 8. -p~>oeoccu.nooyo.~O&I•"' 
Cimperman captures 
SU presidency 
by Alice Corle 
News Editor 
The student body elected the 
nc.:w Student Union Exccuuvc 
Officers last Tucsda). Joe 
Cimpcnnan won the presidential 
office over Jeff Stilmer. 
Student Union to become a voice 
for all John Carroll students. " 
"I think the group voted in 
shows that the school wants a 
change," said Nemantch 'All 
students will benefit from the new 
Student Union." 
The SU Senate also voted in 
Fierman explores sexes 
and a Jot of pink, frilly stuff wttb ~ultural .ideas, t can use fact to 
girls;" ,rod Fierman. . ~hallengc- my belids.~ Fierman 
.He aSserted that currently "'\'aid ... I ~ just take a look. at 
peQpie ~e thinking more libec- i'tality, by u$ing facts and things 
ally intellectuaJy than [they l are that can't be debated, you can aJ~ 
uoconSt;iously.'' Therefore, teryQUfheltds. .. 
sometimes mere is conruct when •'The trick is to know what }Sou 
your UllCQnciQus and intellectual WCJe brOught up with and chOOse 
disagtee. the bitS and ~eces you eodotse; 
However, by using reality as a said Fierman. 
checko.nyoutfeelings,you come One Of the majOt problems in 
to ~: best per.sonat conclu.sioo... ~Qnships is poorcommuniqt-
Fici'mansaid. ~~<ooo, which is au too wm.rilon~ 
:11ft bave a belief based on my . continUed to page S 
if~ all lectures will be at 8'30 p.m 
~ In the Wolf & Pot 
Date /Acquaintance Rape: Does No Really Mean No? 
Feb 26- Mr. Roland Moore, Cleveland Rape Crisis Center 
AIDS - Get the Facts 
March 5 - Dr. Tim Flannagan, Univers~y Hospitals 
STD's -What You Need to Know 
March 12- Sonia Chapnick. R.N Health Educator at CWRU 
Sex and COnsequences: A Game of Sexual Trivia 
Bndget McGuinness won the 
vice presidency over Jen Ritter, 
and the office of chief justice went 
to Judy Nemanich over Laura 
March 19 - Test your knowledge 
the SU secretary and treasurer last '-----------------.:::::....:::;,_,;: _______________ .-..;.~""'--=;;;;;._.;_j 
Boustani. 
'Thisisour,the srudentbody's, 
year," said Cimperman. "With 
contentment our foe, and with the 
desire to serve our goal, this year 
wiU be a year of no regrets. If 
anyone would like to work, serve, 
challenge or conquer, now is your 
lime." 
"The Student Union will now 
heighten student awareness," said 
McGuiness. "Il is time for the 
Tuesday. Lori Polisseni won for 
secretary over Adrienne D'Angelo. 
Dannielle Dachtler withdrew her 
bid for secretary before the Senate 
voted, feeling she would be hap-
pier and thus do a beuer job serv-
ing on the class level. 
"I want to reach out and get 
more students involved," said 
Polisseni, "by promoting things 
on campus and making sure ev-
eryone knows what is going on." 
Uncontested, Dennis 
McAndrew was elected to the of-





A look at 
ads for sex \...-1;:o:;;;~~'l·.·c=:===· 
lines 
Movie Review: 
Silence of the 
Lambs 
in tour-
Irish priest discusses poverty 
by Bridget McGuiness 
Staff Reporter 
Poverty must never be tolerated 
according to Rev. Desmond Wil-
son in his presentation, "Poverty 
and Politics in Belfast," held Feb. 
14 here at John Carroll Univer-
sity. 
"We must never give in to the 
idea of poverty," Wilson said. 
Wilson explained that the 
problem in Ireland is not between 
the Catholics and the Protestants, 
but ra:her the manipulation of the 
people by the British government. 
"The British !government) 
wants to hold on to Ireland as a 
part of their area of dominance 
and they won't let go," Wilson 
said. "They manipulated the vote 
so that [the independence of Ire-
land) won't ever happen demo-
cratically." 
"We're not talking about an-
cient h1story, but a recent reality," 
according to Wilson. "I as a 
Catholic was forbidden to have 
any part in government. I was 
simply not allowed.'' 
Wilson said th1s was his in-
centive to become a priest. He 
said he hoped as a priest he could 
get "something beller" for his 
people. 
Wilson described how the 
British government created a 
situation where there is perpetual 
tension between the people. The 
government industrialized some 
areas and kept mdustnaJization 
out of others. 
"Where there is a pro-govern-
ment vote, industry is developed," 
said Wilson. "In Catholic areas 
there is a low pro-government 
vote. If we tncd to create industry. 
we deindustnalized." 
Catholics have begun tO move 
10 to 15 miles to the mdustry and 
the government will Jet this go 
until the voting tide changes. 
"At that ume, the program 
[will] commence and the Catholics 
[will be] driven back into the 
ghettos." 
The people in W 1lson 's area of 
Belfast developed a local educa-
tion project to show that they were 
still capable of controlling their 
own affairs. fhcir first project, a 
crystal factory, was bu1 It and the 
British Government promised that 
it would remain open for two years. 
A few months later, it was de-
stroyed by the government 
"It cost the government more 
to c lose [the factory] that it would 
to keep it open fortwo years," said 
Wilson. "The British Government 
sent in troops and told the factory 
manager and employees, at gun-
point, to get out." 
"This was not government 
property, but now 1t has been 
turned into government barracks," 
said Wilson. 
In 1975,Wilsoncouldnolonger 
tolerate the restrictions placed on 
him as a Catholic priest by the 
British Government. 
He went mto retirement and 
has been able to work ever since. 
"The myth of the Catholic -
Protestant antagon1sm is not the 
story of [the problem)." said 
Wilson. 
"The British Government finds 
it necessary to have a military 
base and to control the economy. 
That is why they won't let go of 
Ireland and why [our problem] 
still continues." 
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Pope calls for just peace 
Pope John Paul II was quoted in reference to the Persian GulfWarin The 
Plain Dealer this past Monday as saying, "We are not pacifists. We don't 
want peace at any cost. A just peace, peace and justice. Peace is always 
the work of justice." 
These are strong words coming from the leader of the Catholic Church, 
for in using the collective "we" he speaks on behalf of Catholics around the 
world. And what he says is quite radical on two levels. Some would argue 
that based on the teachings of Christ as presented in the gospel, pacifism 
is the proper route to conflict resolution. If this is the case, the Pope has 
indirectly condoned a traditionally held moral belief that war is wrong. 
On a second level, if the soundness of a "just war theory" can be 
maintained in light of a Catholic perspective, then the scope of the Pope's 
words still remains quite radical. Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro was 
cited as saying that by justice the Pope referred to the rights of all people 
in the Middle East, including Kuwait, Iraq, and Palestine. Thus, the Pope 
directly relates a peaceful resolution to the war to a just addressal not only 
to the sovereignty of Kuwait but Iraq's grievances and the debated 
legitamacy of a Palestinian homeland. 
Peace will not simply come after the military battle is complete. Pope 
John Paul II, as a spiritual and moral leader not only to Catholics but the 
world, has made some statements that should challenge anyone's morality. 
Whether right or wrong, his words deserve some serious thought. 
[_ 
my those fancy cakes, 
p'-ina\Y amn&ecl 
~ ~Y momingm tlle 
snack bar appeared so appeti7.ing. But 10 
the dismay of many John Carroll students, 
this unusual and potenuaUy delightful array 
of confections was nOL for sale. Why were 
Lhese treats m our snack bar if they were not 
for sale? According to the employees, the 
purpose of the display was to impress the 
visiting, touring Marriott executives. 
HIT: Starting tomorrow, meat will be 
served on Lemen Fridays, followmg are-
versal of the original JCU administrative 
decision prohibiting Marriott from mclud-
ing meat on the menu. This change is 
consistent with religious diversity. In addi-
tion, abstaining from meat is no longer 
required by the Catholic church; to make a 
sacrifice you must make a choice, not have 
one made for you; and enforcing rules or 
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stressing Lhe act of abstaining from eating 
meal sbifll abe focus o( l...all away from 
making ourselves better peopte. 
MISS: At Tuesday's Student Union 
meeting the Senate failed 10 pass a resolu-
tion reccomending a weekday of reflection 
and counseling for the JCU community. 
The SU senators voted 11 in favor, seven 
against and 11 abstaining. Eleven abstained, 
though the senators insisted on bringing the 
issue to vote without first hearing debates. 
If they did not have enough information to 
cast a vote, perhaps they should have taken 
advantage of a few minutes of discussion. 
IDT: The Alumni Association gener-
ously donated three flags, emblazoned with 
t.hesealofthe school,to the Student Union. 
Peter R. Bernardo, Director of Alumni 
Relations, presented the flags to Dave 
Averill, SU president, at this week's SU 
meeting. 
Nt:WS-. ................................. Alice Carle, Editor 
---············Julie Smith, Editor 
Edituri41- ......... M. Brigid Kennedy, Editor 
For~~m..._ .... -........... . ... Mark Schreiner, Editor 
...................... Bill O'Connell, Assistant 
Worl4 View ... - ................ .... Pat McGill, Editor 
............... ~th Weiland, Assistant 
Clmpus Life .............. ... Patrick Scullin, Editor 
_ ... Christie Harcamflca, Assistant 
E:ttterlllillme~tt ............. Philip Budnick,. Editor 
....... Jullan Sevillano, Assistant 
f~~~~ .................... Christine Vomero, Editor 
-····· ........ Michael Thomas, Assistant 
Sports .................................... Mike Stein, Editor 
--·-.............. David Caldwell, Editor 
ProfilLs.-...................... Anne Tirpak,. Editor 
-···-···--·· ....... Bonnie Walwood, Editor 
Plrotogr~~plry .............. Marcellu• Nealy, Editor 
Cnaplrics ........................ P.J. Hrufdlak,. Editor 
···-····· ...... Brian Ballmtirte, Assistant 
Copy .................................... Usa Klepa~ Editor 
-............................ Chris Kuor, Editor 
.................................................. Tom Peppard 
..... u ...................................... Maria Thomas 
.................................................... Jason Row 
-·····---... .-...... _.u .......... Heather Hawkins 
-·u ....... -........................ Kirsten Zieminski 





If We Are All Truly Equal, Then ... 
One more circus trick fori 




Yes, ladies and 
gentleman, for the 
frrst time in recent 
memory this space 
is not being used to 
comment on the 
Persian Gulf War. 
I'm sure thatis a 
great relief tO the 
poltcy-makcrs of 
the world, who 
were about to col-
lapse under the 
pressure of the intense scrutiny dispensed 
regularly within these pages. 
My concern today is something a little 
closer 10 home, something to which all John 
Carroll students aspire-graduation. Per-
sonally, I will be graduated this May, God 
willing. But. in the future, it looks more and 
more like the rules are going to change in 
the middle of the game. 
Lurking in the future is the possibility of 
university-wide "assessment" as a final re-
quirement to graduation. A committee has 
been formed to study Lhe option, and when 
they form a committee, you just know it's 
I important, right? If approved, testing could 
be in place by the 1993-94 school year. 
The obvious questions are, who thought 
of this and why? The 'who' in thissitualion 
are organizalions like the North Central 
Association of Schools, who, in response to 
I 
public pressure for higher standards in edu-
cation, might just add standardized tests or 
some other senseless formality to their cri-
' teria for accrediting universities. 
So why is JCU considering "assess-
ment"? Because the big accrediting asso-
ciations said so. After all, what college 
student docsn 't lie in bed at night dreaming 
of a degree that is certified by Lhe one and 
only North Central Association of Schools. 
The nasty insinuation about this whole 
idea is that it presupposes that the current 
I rcquiremenLc; for graduation here at Carroll 
arc m some way insufficient. When is the 
last ume you heard anyone complaining 
that a Carroll education is a cakewalk? At 
commencement this spring I can guaran-
tee I won't hear anyone say, "Gosh, that 
was easy." 
The purpose of Jesuit education, and 
one of the major strengths of lhis Univer- I 
sity, is Lhe fact that students are exposed 
(some would say subjected) to a broad 
based, liberal arts curriculum that is steeped 
tn tradition. The movement to add stan-
dardized tests 10 the mtx suggests that the 
450 year tradition has become somehow 
inadequate. Last time 1 checked, the pow-
ers that be here at JCU were rather proud 
of that heritage of academic excellence. I 
The trend toward testing for college 
graduation also comes at a time when 
standardized tests at the high school level, 
such astheSAT, arebeingcriticizedacross 
Lhe board for~being inadequate. 
Standardized testing sounds to me like 
just another hoop students will have to 
jump through, created under the guise of 
higher academic standards. 
If standardized testing is suddenly such I 
a vital part of education, why don't we just 
cut to the chase and revamp the whole 
college process? After all, before long 
four years of college wtll costS I OO,OOO,so 
why don't we just stdestcp that whole 
expensive process, and stay at home. They 
can mail us the tests and we can try to 
graduate. Apparently teachers have more 
important things to do as well. They can I 
devote their time to the things that univer-
sity administrations believe arc really im- 1 
portant, like research, writing books and 
delivering papers. Sound ridiculous? Well, 
that might be where we're headed. 
In the near future we can be relatively 
certain that those people most influenced 
by standardized "assessment", namely the 
students, will have liulc, if any, say in the 
matter. Worseyet,itishardtoseeanyway I 
in which "assessment" can possibly en-
hance the academic environment Maybe 
those of us graduating this year should feel 
even more fortunate. 
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Economic factors of war were not considered 
By Tom Fraser 
Forum Writer 
The United States economy is 
panicularly vulnerable because of 
the Persian GuJf War. Much at-
tention has been given to the be-
lief that a shon successful war will 
boost the confidence of the 
economy and lift it out of reces-
sion. 
Moreover, popular thought 
maintains that war in general is a 
boost to any economy. Despite 
these popular axioms about mar-
tial economies, there are several 
coldeconomicfactsthatthe United 
States must consider. 
Thomas Paine, over 200 years 
ago, correctly assessed that the 
only cenainty in war is that taxes 
must be raised. 
However, economic theory 
prescribes that a tax increase is not 
proper anti-recessionary medicine. 
Accordingly, the President and 
Congress have vehemently em-
phasized that a war tax is no tin the 
plans. 
On the other hand, past 
American wars indicate that some 
type of tax must be instituted to 
fight costly wars. This presents a 
particular quandary- how is this 
war to be fmanced? 
Two other standard options 
exist. One option is to print more 
money. 
This approach would add to 
inflationary pressures as more 
money would be chasing fewer 
goods (over time, goods currently 
available for civilian consump-
tion would decrease as the war 
effon would have priority). 
As unpopular and restrictive as 
tax increases are, inflation is even 
lesspopularandmorefeared. This 
is not an attractive option for 
policymakers. 
The most likely scenario is to 
simply avoid paying for the war 
now by borrowing more. President 
Bush has tacitly indicated this by 
presenting the cost of the Persian 
GulfWarasan "off-budget" item. 
The cost of the war will be 
figured into the fiscal budget 
deficit at the end of the fiscal year. 
Past wars have been primarily 
deficit-financed. 
In World War I, the debt grew 
from $1 billion to $25 billion; and 
in World War II, the debt grew 
from $50 billion to $250 billion. 
The effect of the GuJf War on the 
national debt likely will not be as 
great (in percentage terms) as in 
WWI o-wwn. The national debt 
stands at S3 trillion, and early es-
timatesofthecostofathrce-month 
warstandsomewherebetwcen$40 
and $90 billion. 
The concern is that this war 
will heighten the deficit to even 
more dangerous levels. The esti-
mated deficit for 1992 is already at 
a record $320 billion. Undoubt-
edly, with the recession and the 
war barely underway, the deficit 
will only worsen. 
There are several dangerous 
consequences of increased bor-
rowing to finance the growing 
deficits. 
First, the world lenders would 
become U.S. competitors. This 
would severely worsen the 
nation's already declining eco-
nomic independence and sover-
eignty. 
The U. S. is practically beg-
ging its hesitant allies to help fi-
nance the war. It is na"ive to think 
that the U.S. would be able to 
affect the international economic 
and foreign policies of its lenders. 
The second consequence of 
rising deficits is that the economy 
can not "grow" its way out of 
persistent deficits while in reces-
sion. 
That is, interest payment ex-
penditures on Lhe national debt 
will outgrow the shrinking 
economy. 
As expenditures on these pay-
ments increase and revenues faU, 
the deficit can only expand. Any 
prolonged or severe downturn in 
the economy will reveal this. 
There are other non-budget re-
lated impacts of war. 
Consumer choice is hampered 
when the selection and availabil-
ity of goods decline because in-
creasing amounts of resow-cesare 
employed directly into the war 
effon. Soldiers and families of 
soldiers, panicularly reservists and 
draftees, experience a loss of in-
come. 
Long term consequences must 
be examined as well. More fund-
ing will be required to support 
post-warprograms. Undoubtedly, 
some son of peacetime force will 
be needed after the war in the 
Middle East. 
There will be permanently m-
jured and disabled who will need 
government-funded medical as-
sistance. 
Also, outlays for all general 
veterans' assistance programs (GI 
BiJI,pensions,eu:.) wiJI need to be 
increased. 
Most alarmingly, expenditures 
on military defense and weapons 
programs will not be signifiCantly 
reduced. if 8l all. These are all 
long tenn, expensive programs 
that are the direct result of war. 
The economy is also vulner-
able due to the rise in the disparity 
of incomes. 
The 1980's were a decade of 
growth, but the lowest and needi-
est income groups suffered. There 
is a pressing need to assist these 
groups in health care, child care, 
and innumerable other programs. 
Internal programs have also suf-
fered in the 80's. Education, high-
ways, and the environment have 
all taken a backseat to the war 
effort. 
For the next decade, military 
spend1ng will be politically 
popular. Our fore1gn entangle-
ments will probably make this 
necessary. Sadly and shamefully, 
needed domestic programs will 
be most hurt. 
Unfortunately, this war has 
begun without responsible dis-
cussion of its economic conse-
quences. 
Considcnng the dubious con-
dition of our economy and its debt 
burden, it is entirely unacceptable 
that these issues have not been 
satisfactorily addressed in the six-
month prelude to war. 
The objectives of domestic 
pobcy and spendmg pnoriues for 
the nex1 decade must be addressed 
now before the resulls of warm alee 
this impossible. 
Protestors must have respect Ethics questioning corrected 
pressed in their letter to the editor, I too am ashamed to 
say that they were once involved with the paper. 
To the Editor: 
A discussion or debate with a holder of differing 
opinion can be informative and enlightening. 
This is certainly the case with the current war issue. 
To take a stand and express your views is admirable, 
especially when these views may not be widely held. 
Any person has the right to have his voice heard, and 
this right must be respected by others. 
However, when this voice is tainted with harsh words 
or offensive name calling, I feel this right is forfeited. 
While it is obvious many are guilty of this, it becomes 
increasingly assaulting when these verbal onslaughts 
are aimed at one's own country. 
Attending the war demonstrations held at Kent State 
University on Feb. 9, I became enraged by references 
made by anti-war protesters. 
This exposure heightened my awareness that the 
problem exists on this campus. 
Again, I feel all valid opinions have the right to be 
heard, but don't e..(pect me to listen when you call me a 
war-monger because I suppon the decisions of the 
country I love. Don'texpect me to listen when you call 
my friends, who love their country so much that they are 
willing to die for it, blind murderers. 
When you speak in such terms, you not only lose my 
ear, you lose my respect 
Mathew H. Kress '92 
To the Editor: 
My opinions were misrepresented in a letter to the editor 
that The Carroll News published in its Feb. 14 issue. 
Although I rue the lack of objectivity that has dogged 
the CN lately, I am not nor ever will be, ashamed of being 
a member of the CN staff. 
As for the typos, it would be hypocritical to point them 
out as a major failing of the CN staff. 
I, lik[sic) all pageediuors[sic). was guilty of mistaks[sic] 
and confess my crime. 
'Nuffsaid. 
Brigid Rei!Jy '90 
Ex-Editorial Page Editor 
To the Editor: 
In reaction to the letter to the editor in the Feb. 14 issue 
of The Carroll News from Colleen DeJong and Brigid 
Reilly, I have one question: If it is not the "role of the 
journalist" to be the news, whose role should that be? 
In response to their saying that the editors "completely 
disregarded the nonpartisan nature of journalism," I ask 
them to please point out where, in any issue, the editors 
have shown bias toward or away from any candidate. I 
should not have to explain to them that journalists do, or 
should, have their own individual ideas. 
Therefore, considering the illogical conclusions ex-
Joe Parks '94 
Reader finds little in Gauzman 
To the Editor: 
What's the point of the weekly column, "Loungin' 
around with Harry Gauzman?" 
Every week I'm compelled to read it, only to stret.ch 
my abilities as a literate person to the limit in a vain 
attempt to fmd an ounce of meaning or even entertain-
ment value m it 
Every week, I'm further convinced that this edito-
nal is pure fluff and an impotent way to fill space on the 
Forum page. 
Harry, please don't insult the intelligence of the 
John Carroll community any longer. 
Surrender your column space for a half-page ad. 
Meg Pedrini '91 
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Dorm visitation hours make little sense 
By Kirsten ZJeminski 
For a litde over a semester l 
have been haunted by the visita-
tion rules- midnight on week-
daysand2a.m.on weekends. Wait 
a minute - I thought we were 
adults! It is so annoying to be 
forced to leave a friend's room at 
the "appointed hour" simply be-
cause someone decided that it is 
best to have these rules. 
One would think that leaving 
home and coming to college would 
mean having more freedom. It does 
not seem that way though, when a 
resident assistant knocks on the 
door at 12:02 on a Thursday night 
telling you that it is time to go. 
I recently talked with Donna 
Byrnes, director of housing, and 
asked her what the reasons for the 
visitation rules were. It seems that 
there are a couple of major ones: 
privacy and security. 
I'll stan with privacy. Appar-
ently. there is a concern for those 
who become self-conscious when 
returning from the shower when 
they encounter a member of the 
opposite sex. 
The other major argument is 
concern for infringement on the 
rights of one's roommate. 
I will go to the theory that we 
are, for the most part, fairly marure 
adults. I think that, these days, it is 
nota real traumatic experience for 
someone to see you in your bath-
robe. 
As far as people wanting to 
know of a time when it is safe to 
walk through their halls without 
the worry of another person being 
there - Who cares? l do not 
know of too many people who run 
down the haU in their underwear, 
so what does it matter anyway? 
There is also concern for 
roommate relations. It can bear-
gued that one might anger his or 
her roommate by constantly hav-
ing visitors of the opposite sex at 
late hours. 
Again, l will use the argument 
that, as adults, we can probably 
reach agreements on individual 
visitation times without the help 
of the administration. Who knows? 
Perhaps they can include a ques-
tion on the roommate preference 
questionnaire about late night 
visitation habits. 
Now, on to security. I guess 
Professors speak on Gulf War 
The following is a co"ected version of a letter that appeared in the F eb.14 issue o.fl'he Carroll News. 
The newspaper regrets the omission of some portions of the letter and the misspelling of some names. 
This is an open letter to the John Carroll University ComTTUUiity. and contains names that did not 
appear in last week's printing. 
Dear Editor: 
i'he Uftdetslgned faculty and staff of John Carroll University feel it incumbent on us as teachers and 
citizens to speak out in opposition to the war in the Persian Gulf. We hold differing personal analyses and 
opinions. Some of us believe that just-war criteria, particularly "last resort" and "proportionality," have 
not been met Some of us are pacifists. Some are non-pacifists arguing against the threatened expansion 
of an unwise war. 
Although we differ, we believe that this war ( 1) was probably very avoidable, (2) is a disproportionate 
response to the Iraq-Kuwait crisis, and (3) should be ended as soon as possible. 
We all strongly support our military men and women in the Persian Gulf. We want them to be provided 
with all the necessary means to protect themselves as well as the best in health care and support services. 
Most of all, we want them returned home alive and well as soon as possible, and we feel that our making 
this concern known to our community and government is the best expression of our support for them. 
We disagree with those who counsel cessation of criticism simply because the decision for war has 
been made. It is precisely because it has been made that we must now prepare for new decisions yet to 
come- war for how many months? - costing how many thousands of lives? We feel it necessary to 
protest strongly against those who seek the war's end through its prolongation and expansion. The 
President still has options to reverse such a course. Some of us urge that U.S. forces be withdrawn from 
the Gulf immediately. Others of us argue against a needless and bloody ground invasion by U.S. forces; 
others yet urge the drastic deferral of this step in order to assure minimal loss of lives. 
Our differences aside, we subscribe to the three points above as well as to a fourth point that it is our 
right. as well as a palriotic and professional responsibility, to voice protest and criticism of a policy that 
we adjudge to be wrong. 
Susan M. Abrahim Mary Kay Howard Joan M. Nuth 
Fredericld. Benda, SJ. Kathryn M. Huey John P. Patton 
Margaret Berry Jeffrey R. Johansen Roger W. Purdy 
John R. Boanight Helen Joyce James L. Reed 
Lauren L. Bowen Thomas E. Kelly W. Francis Ryan 
Mary Anne Cavicch.i David J Klooster Marianne Salcetti 
V erghese J. Chirayath Robert J. Kolesar (HS) Thomas J Schicker 
Lawrence R. Cima Robert J. Kolesar [MT) Charles E. Scillia 
Miles M. Coburn Wallace J. Kosinski John P. Schlegel, S.J. 
Kathleen J. DiFranco David M. LaGuardia Jacqeline J. Schmidt 
John E. Dister, S.J. Joan Lauer Gerard J. Sheehan 
Doris K. Donnelly Paul J. Lauritzen Paul L.Shick 
Russell Duncan Frank P. Lihvar, S.J. John C. Soper 
Rosemarie Emanuele Susan 0. Long John R. Spencer 
David W. Ewing Marcia M. MacBride Heidi S. Stull 
Mary Ann Aamery, V.S.C. Martha Mackie John G. Sweeney 
Michael E. Gallagher Nevin J. Mayer Mary K. Sweeny 
Katherine M. Gatto Jerry L. Moreno Robert D. Sweeney 
Dwight R. Hahn Marian J. Morton Elizabeth V. Swenson 
Phyllis B. Harris Thomas R. Nevin Sally H. Wertheim 
Frank J. Heintz Mary E. Noel, O.P. Brenda Wirlcus 
there are some who feel that it is 
necessary to limit visitation to 
create some sort of order-so that 
a sense of safety can permeate the 
hearts and souls of those residing 
in dorms. I do not quite see the 
sense in that argwnent, however. 
The vast majority, if not all, of 
late night visitors are friends. 
Therefore, any sense of security 
which we have would not be vio-
lated by them. 
The most obvious reason for 
visitation rules. but one of the least 
emphasized by those who enforce 
the rules, is the issue of morality. 
The rules started out as a result of 
this concern, but apparently the 
administration does realize that 
what activity can be done at 3 a.m. 
can also be done at 11 p.m. 
So, now itisthetimeforchange. 
Once the administration and the 
Board of Trustees are convinced 
to alter the rules, it can be done 
slowly. By extending the hours a 
bit, or by giving one or two dorms 
24-hour visitation, we can test the 
new system and then go from there. 
It is possible to change these 
rules. AJI it will take is a unified 
effort to tell the university's 
higher-ups exactly what the ma-
jority wanLS. Unless I am very 
wrong, the majority wanLS less 
restriction on visitation. 
Depravity seen in 
late night phone ads 
By Cindy Ford 
Forum WrHer 
l need to think about some-
thing a bit lighter than the things 
which normally occupy this page 
- like war. Today's subject is 
"the midnight phone-a-friend" 
services that take over late night 
TV. 
First of all, everyone knows 
that these really are "dial-a-porno." 
If you have yet to see the parade of 
sleazy women draping themselves 
over the hoods of cars, then you 
are truly missing an interesting 
subculture within our society. 
Think back to your high school 
years. Remember the few dense, 
kind of cheap-looking girls who 
lounged around the hallways? Re-
member thinking to yourself, 
"When (if?) this girl gets out of 
high school what could she possi-
bly do for a living?" 
Sha-Barn! Nowtherearemany 
jobs to ftll,luring in the lonely and 
friendless to pay up to $3.95 a 
minute to talk to a girl with an IQ 
of a sea rurtle and discuss what-
ever they are capable of talking 
about. 
In these commercials, the 
women come on and cl?jm they 
have met the most incredible men 
through the "party line." I don't 
know about you, but I wouldn't 
trust anyone who actually had the 
urge to call 1-900-444-HOT! 
I have stayed up to the wee 
hours of the morning with my cup 
of coffee just to see how cheap 
these people could get. The 
cheapest and sleaziest by far was 
1-900-HOT -DUCK. 
They are not talking about a 
mallard. I'll give you a hint. Go to 
your phone and see what other 
letters are on the same number as 
D. Figure it out for yourself. 
The commercial stresses that 
the girls wanttotalkaboutperson-
alities and they want to get to 
know you. 
Of course, they are reading this 
off of cue cards while at the same 
time they are molesting automo-
biles in dresses that Sheena of the 
Jungle would have been embar-
rassed to wear. 
Although I find this generally 
amusing, I also feel a bit bad for 
the sorry lot of sex<razed but 
frustrated loners who would pay 
to talk to anyone, no matter how 
scary they looked. 
I'm not going to say that these 
services should not be offered on 
TV, because it is America and 
they have a right to put this trash 
wherever they want to. However, 
I do have a few reservations. 
First, the stations are commit-
ting a type of hypocrisy, they will 
let young women lick their lips, 
pucker towards a camera, and 
parade half naked on TV, but they 
won't let Judd Nelson say "eat my 
shorts" in The Breakfast Club. 
But more importantly, I think 
these services unfairly prey upon 
the most vulnerable people in the 
world, people who can 'tsleep and 
can't make a friend in the world. 
It is easier to call a stranger on 
the phone than to actually engage 
in conversation with a stranger, 
face to face. 
Thesephoneservicestakeaway 
the challenge of meeting people 
that their users really need. 
In the end, I feel these adver-
tisements are a waste of air time 
and a waste of money. They are 
unfair, degrading, and expensive. 
However, as long as one single 
person out there is made happy by 
calling strangers at 2 a.m., then I 
guess there wiU always be a place 
for Dial-a-Friend. 
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Political science sponsors Gulf forum 
by Alice Corle 
Ideas about the Persian Gulf 
War clashed last week at a forum 
entitled "Crossfire: The Desert 
Storm Crisis." 
Four professors from John 
Carroll's political science depart-
ment discussed different aspects 
of the war including why the 
United States should be in the 
Gulf and what the American 
people have to lose if the U.S. 
wins the war. Andreas Sobisch, 
assistant professor of political 
science, outlined five reasons why 
the U.S. should be in the Gulf. 
The first reason for U.S. action is 
to prevent any one power from 
gaining control of a large portion 
of the oil supply. Secondly, U.S. 
action is necessary to contain or 
eliminate Saddam Hussein's 
power in the region. 
"Comparisons to Hitler or 
Stalin are, in my opinion, not un-
justified given his evident ruth-
lessness and his ambitions to 
dominate the region," said 
Sobisch. 
its legitimate government. He 
believes that the U.S. should move 
toward this goal because the prin-
ciple of sovereignty belongs to all 
countries, not just democratic 
ones. 
A fourth reason for U.S. in-
volvement is to send a message to 
possible imitators of Hussein that 
this kind of conduct will not be 
tolerated by the world community. 
Finally, Sobisch believes that the 
U.S. should be involved to revive 
the old idea of collective security 
and the New World Order. 
Sobisch believes that all of 
these reasons are interrelated. 
"Each one by itself may be a 
powerful moral and legal justifi-
cation for action against Iraq," said 
Sobisch, "but only in combination 
do they produce the kind of po-
litical impetus for the reaction that 
we see unfolding now." 
Dr. Dwight Hahn, of the po-
litical science department, dis-
cussed what the American people 
couldloseiftheU.S. winsthewar. 
"The key question that has not 
been addressed in all wars," said 
Hahn, "is what American people 
have traded away for living in a 
powerful country." 
Political scientist Lauren 
Bowen discussed "Patriarchy, 
Power and War: Implications of 
Using Violence." 
Bowen believes that war is a 
constant because of the political 
discourse used throughout history. 
The terms used in political dis-
cussion are associated with male 
values such as domination, con-
quest, territory, chivalry and 
honor. Society assumes that force 
and violence are acceptable when 
it is for a noble cause. 
"This idea that this war is being 
fought to prevent other wars is 
hopelessly naive," said Bowen. 
"We are constantly preparing for 
war." 
Dr. John Czerapowicz focused 
on the idea of a new world order. 
Regionally, the New World 
Order started in Europe with the 
idea of a united Europe. 
"With the changes in Eastern 
Europe and the end of the Cold 
War, we must come to grips with 
a new world order in Europe," 
said Czerapowicz. ''This triggers 
the idea for a new world order." 
According toCzerapowicz, the 
new world order is based on a rule 
of law rather than a rule of Coree. 
Hopes for a new world order rose 
until the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. 
Czerapowicz believes that this 
conflict wiU provide a test case 
for the new world order based on 
the United Nations. 
"The new world order will ei-
ther take off or die," said 
Czerapowicz. 
Fierman discusses sex roles 
continued from page 1 
according to Fierman. 
"Ambiguous interaction [be-
tween men and women] is often 
left to interpretation, which you 
do unconsciously," stated 
Fierman. 
Fierman emphasized his points 
through short playlets, in which 
members of the audience acted 
out typical situations between the 
sexes. Males played the roles of 
females, and females played the 
male roles. 
"I have a theory about rela-
tionships, which comes from 
Charles Darwin's theory of Natu-
ral Selection," said Fierman, about 
honesty in relationships. 
"If you live you life in a way 
that personifies your values, moral 
and religious beliefs outwardly, 
people comfortable with your 
li will be attracted to 
He added that if you act m 
ways just 10 impress others, you 
will repel someone looking for a 
genuine person.Being true 10one's 
self is one of the most important 
components in a successful rela-
tionship, he said. 
Fierman is a psychologist, who 
did his undergraduate and masters 
work at Cleveland State Univer-
sity, and recieved his doctorate in 
counseling psychology from Kent 
State University. He now has a 
private practice in Pepper Pike. 
He also serves as director of clini-
cal services, Walker Center for 
Industrial Rehabilitation. 
OGS ARE COMING 
MARCH 1ST! 
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Student fears for family, homeland 
by Tom Peppard 
Staff Reporter 
Within two days of the start of 
the Persian Gulf War, Saddam 
Hussein launched Scud missiles 
at residential neighborhoods in 
Israeli cities. First Tel Aviv, then 
Haifa, and eventually Jerusalem 
sustained damage. 
Tania TuckTuck.aJohn Carroll 
Uniyersity sophomore, has lived 
in Jerusalem for most of her life. 
She came to the United States 
about a year and a half ago to 
study political science. Last year 
she attended Monterey Peninsula 
College in California, and she 
spent last summer back in Jerusa-
lem with her family. 
TuckTuck fears for the safety 
of her parents. She spoke with 
them on Saturday, and they said 
that a Scud missile had landed 
within a few miles of their Jerusa-
lem home. 
The TuckTucks are Protestant 
Palestinians, and they live in Pal-
estinian East Jerusalem, no more 
than two miles from a refugee 
camp. 
The past few years, she says, 
have been very violent 
Since the Palestinian insurrec-
tion started, the family has been 
caught in the middle of Arab-Is-
raeli violence. 
"When I was a student in 
Jerusalem we didn't have school 
regularly for two years," she said. 
"When the people would strike 
and riot, tear gas would come into 
our house." 
TuclcTuck is also worried about 
the constant night-time curfews 
which the Palestinians face. "It is 
difficult for the Palestinians to find 
work this way," she said. 
TuckTuck believes that the Is-
raeli army is too violent in sup-
pressing the Palestinian insurrec-
tion. Regarding the recent massa-
cre of Muslim worshippers at the 
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, 
Tuck Tuck would like to have seen 
U.N. soldiers sent to Jerusalem to 
investigate the Israeli army's ac-
tions. 
Adding to the problems of the 
DuQUESNE UNIVERSITY 
Spending your SUMMER in Pittsburgh? 
DUQUESNE'S 1991 SUMMER SESSIONS 
OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF: 
•TRANSFERABLE COURSES• 
•ACCELERATED SESSIONS* 
•START OATES MAY THRU JULY* 
Registration for visiting students is easy -
by phone, fax, mail or in person! 
INTERESTED? 
CALL 1-800-283-3853 
for your complete 
SUMMER 1991 INFORMATION PACKAGE 
insurrection is the Israeli resettle-
ment of the occupied West Bank, 
mostly with recent Russian emi-
grants. 
TuckTuck said : "They are 
kicking people [Palestinians] out 
of their homes and saying that 
they don't have licenses to live 
here. About one million Russian 
Jews have come [to the West 
Bank], and they're taking the jobs 
of Arabs." 
Because these actions have 
created more unemployment and 
violence, TuckTuck would like to 
see some new solutions to the 
problem. 
After the 1967 war with Jor-
dan, Israel occupied the west bank 
of the Jordan River as a means of 
securing a buffer against its Arab 
neighbors to the east The Arabs 
have denied Israel's right to exist 
as a Jewish homeland. 
TuckTuck believes that the 
Arabs and the Israelis must com-
promise and divide the land so 
that both peoples have a home-
land. 
Neither Israel nor Jordan has 
expressed any willingness to ini-
tiate negotiations to end the occu-
pation of the West Bank, and Is-
rael still refuses to negotiate with 
the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation (PLO). 
"They [the PLO) are the only 
ones who represent the Palestin-
ians," said TuckTuck. Most Pal-
estinians who live in Jerusalem 
can vote in municipal elections, 
but only a small number of Arabs 
are allowed to vote in Israeli na-
tional elections. 
Palestinian residents of the oc-
cupied territories cannot vote in 
Jordan either. TuckTuckcurrently 
has a Jordanian passport, but two 
years ago Jordan severed relations 
with the Palestinians. She said that 
in two years her passport will ex-
pire. Jordan will not renew it, and 
Tuck Tuck, like most Palestinians 
of the occupied territories, will be 
a citizen of nowhere. 
TuckTuck would like to see 
the United States government use 
some of its influence to persuade 
Israel to negotiate and help re-
solve the Palestinian question. 
On the Persian Gulf War 
TuckTuck said, "I am against 
war--anykindofwar--andldon' t 
support Saddam at all." 
"Hussein is the only one who 
showed support for the Palestin-
ians," TuckTuck said, explaining 
Hussein's relative popularity in 
the occupied territories. "He gave 
offers of a homeland." 
But she hopes that Hussein is 
removed from power. 
Ohio's Taft proposes 
• campatgn reform 
by Dick Kimmins 
C>Copyrighl 1991. USA TODAY/Apple 
College lrtoonallon Netwol1c 
COLUMBUS, Ohio- Secre-
tary of State Robert A. Taft II 
asked the Ohio General Assembly 
to limit political contributions to 
change what he said was the 
public's perception that "big 
money" is corrupting Ohio poli-
tics. 
When asked if sizeable contri-
butions to candidates do in fact 
buy special access or influence, 
Taft replied: "What do you think? 
I think it is possible." 
Specifically. Taft asked the 
Ohio House Ethics and Standards 
committee, which is studying three 
separate campaign fmance bills, 
to ensure that whatever bill is 
written includes: 
-identification of a 
contributor's employer. 
- a requirement that the sec-
retary of state's office computer-
ize campaign finance records. 
- an unspecified limit on the 
size of individual contributions to 
a candidate, whatever the source. 
- a state income tax credit of 
up to $25 per taxpayer if they 
contribute to a candidate or politi-
cal party. 
Such changes, Taft said, would 
do a lot to counter the "growing 
perception that Ohio is becoming 
a pay-to-play state where money 
buys favors and special access to 
State government." 
Legislation to limit political 
contributions, give Ohioans a tax 
credit for their political contribu-
tions, computerize finance 
records, and set up, for the first 
time, direct public financing of 
statewide elections stalled and 
eventually died in the Legislature 
last June. 
This year, Taft said he is 
working with Gov. George 
Voinovich on a joint campaign 
finance reform bill. 
One measure now before the 
House limits contributions -
$2,500 to a statewide candidate, 
for example-and bans com mer-
cial political advertising in the 
week prior to a primary or general 
election. 
No bill now before the Legisla-
ture limits spending, since courts 
have determined that cannot be 
done without tying such limits to 
public financing. 
Taft says his notion of a state 
income tax credit for political 
contributions is not public fi-
nancing, since individuals, not a 
government agency, determine 
which candidate will receive the 
money. 
The projected $8 million cost 
of Taft's tax credit idea, however, 
will come directly from Ohio's 
general revenue fund which re-
ceives all income and sales tax 
receipts. 
Rep. Joe Vukovich, D-Poland, 
chair of the House ethics com-
mittee, said Tuesday he expects 
his committee to complete its 
work on a bill by the end of the 
month. 
(Dick Kimmins writes for 
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Debaters win fourth straight tournament 
by John Miller 
The John Carroll University 
debate team won its fourth slraight 
tournament last weekend at Ferris 
State University in northern 
Michigan. 
Junior Dave Tyler and senior 
Bernard Chapin had a perfect 
tournament. leading the way by 
not losing a decision. In the last 
four tournaments Tyler and Chapin 
have won 56 decisions out of 60. 
"We have worked very hard 
since the beginning of the semes-
ter," said Tyler. "We've been 
lucky. I hope we can keep the 
winning streak alive." 
Tyler and Chapin were the top 
two speakers at the tournament as 
they defeated teams from Ball 
State University, Northern Illinois 
University and Michigan State. 
This weekend the team travels 
to Capital University in Colum-
bus, Ohio for the regional tour-
nament. Last year the team of 
Chapin and junior Joe Smith won 
the Capital tournament by de-
feating such teams as Michigan 
State University and Marshall 
University. 
"Joe and I had a great tourna-
ment against tough competition 
last year," said Chapin, who is 
now the team president "The 
competition will be even more 
difficult th1s year, but I think Dave 
and I should do okay." 
Dr. Russell Church, the mod-
erator of the JCU debate team, 
said that he was pleased with his 
teams performance. "Tyler and 
Chapin have been debating very 
well this semester as well as the 
rest of the team. I'm glad to sec 
them winning." 
Tyler and Chapin are not the 
only s uccessful debaters on the 
team. The novice team of fresh-
man Brian Gardiner and senior 
Jeff Steele are also having a win-
ning semester. They were quarter 
finalists in a tournament at West-
em Washington University. 
At the Capital University 
tournament JCU will have two 
new debaters. The team of sisters 
Debbie and Denise Rak will com-
pete in their very first tournament. 
"We are both very nervous and yet 
very excited to compete at Capi-
tal," said Debbie. "Dr. Church 
and the rest of the team have taught 
SCJ sponsors Book Drive for soldiers 
by John Hogan 
As the war in the Middle East 
continues, students at John Car-
roll are still involved with service 
towards the soldiers. The Society 
for Collegiate Journalists and 
ROTC are sponsoring a book drive 
to send to the American soldiers. 
This combined effort will start 
March 4 to coincide with the Ohio 
Right to Read Week and Month. 
The book drive will have bins 
or drop-offs for deposit of your 
booksintheAdbuilding,and RA's 
will be collecting them also. SCJ 
and ROTC are hoping to get help 
from the JCU students and faculty 
and also from the surrounding 
community. Colleen DeJong and 
Gina Rich, two of the coordina-
tors, are very optimistic and are 
expecting a good turnout for a 
worthy cause. 
The books will have to make it 
through the military censors. 
Those that do not make it through 
will be given to the Army or Navy 
Study Abroad 
A meeting for all those interested in studying in Monterrey, 
Mexico for the summer of 1991 will be held in the Language 
Lab (B16) on Wednesday, Feb. 27, at 3:30p.m. 
For Further details contact Dr. Katherine Gatto at 
397-4672 
Please note that the meeting has been rescheduled from Feb. 
15 at the same time 
"CARROLL IN THE CAROLINAS" 
MYRTLE BEACH TRIP 
$100 Balance is DUE 
Friday, Feb. 22 by 5 pm 
Please deliver or send balance 
payment to the Student Union 
office in care of the Senior Class 
trip. 
for use or to the Goodwill. 
The shipping costs will be paid 
by the ROTC. Those that donate 
the books will be given an orange 
ribbon for their support of the 
soldiers. They also hope to wrap 
these orange ribbons around the 
boxes that will be sent to the 
Middle East. 
This project may last until 
March 8 or until the end of the 
month, according to DeJong, de-
pending on how successful the 
drive is. 
JOliN CARROLL UNIVERSI1Y 
Student Union 
Presents: 
SPRING BREAK '91 
In norida: Panama City Beach 
&.. 
Daytona Beach 
• Space is still available 
• Over 100 JCU Spring Breakers are going 
south 
• Sign up soon and join them in the Florida 
sun & fun 
• Contact Student Union officer Jen Ritter 
at 397-4230 or 397-5261 
us a lot. I only hope that we can 
show what we've learned." 
TheJCU debate team competes 
in The Cross Examination Debate 
Association (CEDA). The asso-
ciation is comprised of over 300 
schools throughout the United 
States. Each semester the teams 
debate a different topic or resolu-
tion. The resolution this semester 
is "Resolved: that the United States 
Supreme Court, on balance, has 
granted excessive power to law 
enforcement agencies." Each team 
must defend and negate the reso-
lution at every tournament. 
1 ISN'T IT nME 1 
: FOR DOMINO'S ~ 
I PIZZA? I 
I I 
I A Very Special I 
1 New -Semester 1 
I Speci Jl I I a. I 
I GET A MEDIUM CHEESEI 
~ P1ZZAFOR I 
l $4.99 : 
I OR GET A LARGE I 
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I ex..'*""* s.es tcr I I llftii. S1.251orllrge. I 
1-WMIENIVU.£ CTR 
I 381·5555 : 
I ----...... - ..... I ... .-QIII .  _ ... 
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Meals on Wheels gets off to a great start 
by Pot Scullin 
Campus Ufe Editor 
Last Wednesday volunteers 
participated in one of the many 
facets of ProJect Gold, the Meals 
on Wheels campaign. 
Meals on Wheels has been in 
effect for approximately three 
weeks now. The basic premise of 
the group is that students give up 
their meal for a Friday night 
Marriott then donates the amount 
of food that equals the students 
contributions for that week. Sev-
eral students then volunteer to 
deliver the food todifferentpoint'i 
in downtown Cleveland. 
Dan Yeager, director of food 
service for Marriott, has been 
overly cooperauve according to 
Dave Galvin, a coordmator of the 
Meals on Wheels program. Mar-
riott has donated soup, sand-
wiches, fruit, cook1es, milk, or-
ange JWCe, and coffee. 
Approximately 200 people 
have been fed each ume the vol-
unteers have gone out The group 
starts out at the Terminal Tower 
and then proceeds to 30th and 
EucUd, where there is a women's 
and children's shelter tn a meth-
odist church. The group then pro-
ceeds to a YMCA on 22nd and 
Prospect This is usually the pomt 
at which the food runs out 
At each of these points the stu-
dents simply park the van and set 
up a table with the food on it. 
Students then help dish out soup, 
but mostly their purpose is to 
monitor the food so that people 
don't hog large amounts of it. 
The people receiving the food 
have been very grateful and seem 
to enjoy the quality. One of the 
gentlemen was overheard to have 
said, "I've never had clam chow-
der on a soup line." 
Galvin said that they are not 
there to pass judgement upon these 
people. Simply whoever comes 
up and asks for food will get it 
A large range of people have 
been served, from those people 
who sleep on the streets nightly to 
people who actually do have a 
place to stay but very little money 
w1th which to buy food. 
So far, the group has been self-
sufficient. according to Brian Fors, 
another coordinator. The alumni 
office has donated funds with 
which the group rents the van each 
week. Galvin said that this is "sort 
of an emergency fund in case the 
number of people who give up 
their meals drops." Galvin docs 
not foresee this drop though. 
Gordon Priemer '64, alumni 
trustee, and Pete Bernardo, direc-
tor of alumni relations, along with 
Rev. Peter Fennessey, S.J. of 
Campus Ministry, have been very 
supportive to the group and in the 
promouon of Project Gold, said 
Galvin. 
"Students have been coming 
up to us mad because we don't 
have enough roorn for them to 
volunteer," sa1d Brian Fisher, a 
member of the Meals on Wheels 
steenng committee. "We simply 
tell them to wait until next week." 
Diane Shanabruch and a satisfied customer of the Meals on 
Wheel """''"'""''"Yo( o..., GaJ., 
The group currently can only 
accomodate eight volunteers on a 
given trip into the city. 
"You don't do it for your own 
personal reward," said Galvin. 
"You do it for the rewards that arc 
shown by these people." 
Currently the program is run-
ning once a week. Most of the 
members plan on keeping it going 
through the end of the semester 
andhopefullyintonextyear. Next 
year they hope to expand the pro-
gram to twice a week and possibly 
to even distribute donated cloth-
ing along with the food. 
lXV prepare to party for Mardi Gras 
• 
. for the CN? 
Give us a call 
at 
397-4479 
by More McNulty 
Ci\lno games, a portab\e re-
cordjng studio, and a chance to 
win a VCR are all included in the 
annual John Carroll Mardi Gras 
sponsored by Iota Chi Upsilon 
and Greek Council on Feb. 23. 
The event will begin in the Inn 
Between at 8:30p.m. and last until 
midnight The low costs, prizes, 
and games should attract a large 
Student Union News 
DanQe MaralhQn Cand~ Bar Sale $1.00 in all 
dorms. 
• 3 Qn 3 CQmmittee Sign-Ups, if interested, stop 
by the Student Union office. 
CLASS NOTES 
Seniors: Idg lQ M~r:lle 6eaQb still open if you 
want to drive down on your own - See Pat Lynch. 
• QQmbo ~igh1 IQmQrrQw: Happy Hour 3-5pm 
and then Hilarities. 
Juniors & Sophomores: Trig lQ TQmn1o. Feb. 
23 & 24. Call officer if interested. 
Freshmen: Planning a St Pert's fiQwer sale! 
THANKS FOR 
VOTING!!! 
STUDENT UNION MEETIN~~- ~VE;R·~~ 
TUESDAY 5:15 JARDINE ROOM . 
number of students, according to 
Jim Kniskern, Mardi Gras chair-
man. 
"Weare looking fora very suc-
cessful turnout for this year's 
events," Kniskern said. "For a 
mereS2entry fee, each individual 
will receive $5,000 in playing 
money and an automatic entry into 
the grand pnze raffle." The grand 
prize th1s year is a VCR. 
Despite the risk of past at-
tempted school events which have 
ended in failure, Kn1skern believes 
that with the help and support of 
the Greek Counc1l, this event will 
be well attended. 
"Greek Council President Lisa 
Paulozzi has been vezy helpful 
with public1zing this event 
throughoutthecampus," Kniskern 
said. 
Some of the games that wi II be 
at Mardi Gras are roulette wheels, 
black jack tables, and the big 
wheel, "which is traditionally the 
most popular game year after 
year," said Kniskern. 
Besides the Mardi Gras style 
casino games, those in attendance 
can record their favorite songs and 
receive their own cassettes at a 
Before you take 
tbe big test ••• 
Gin lids small oae. 
Before you siiD on with a prep course for the GRE, 
GMAT or LSAT, admini1ter a little teal of your own. 
I. What il your clUB 1iu? 
t . Can you document eeore improvemenu? 
J. What training do your teachen receiw? 
4. How experienced are they? 
s. Do you ruara.ntee your coune.? 
6. Do you monitor ehangee in the test? 
7. How much do you •pend annually on R&D? 
You11 find only one prep course with the right answers. 
The Princeton Review. The rest have failed . 
For more information, call (216) 36o-0100 
THE ~ PRINCETON ~ 
REVIEW _ .. ............... ,..-. 
portable recording studio which 
will be offered to everyone during 
this event. 
Along with the games, food 
and refreshments will be provided. 
Beverages will be available inside 
the Wolf & Pot for those 21 and 
older. 
"W 1th the 1raditional games that 
will be at Mardi Gras, along with 
the recording studio, everyone 
should have something to do at 
this year's event," said Kniskern. 
"It is something that is definitely 
for everyone on campus." 
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Pumping iron can 
benefit everyone 
by Mike Thomas 
Asst. Features Editor 
Weight lifting ts not for meat-
heads and jocks. On the con Leary, 
"lifting" can benefit even the av-
erage Joe (or Josephine) if done 
properly. 
With the advent of spacious 
and well-equipped exercise fa-
cilities at John Carroll University, 
there has been a noticeable upsurge 
in physical fitness consciousness. 
There arc more people lifting 
weightS now than ever before. 
For those who are unfamiliar 
with th1s spon, don't be intimi-
dated by the veterans who fill the 
wcightroom, ravenous for a taste 
of iron and sweating profusely. 
Just think of them as a necessary 
part of the environment They add 
character, and yes, ambience. 
According to Jim Pancher, di-
rector of Athletic Facilities and 
Equipment at Carroll, before be-
ginning any weight lifting pro-
gram one must be aware of one's 
own level of fitness. High,low, or 
in between, the exercise program 
should be custom crafted to suit 
each individual's needs and ca 
pabilities. 
Begin by stretching for 5 min-
utes, makmg sure that each 
movement is smooth and even 
Uneven, jerking motions can tear 
muscles and mhibit development. 
Failure to warm-up may increase 
the risk of personal injury due to 
lack of blood flow to the muscles. 
"It's not that time consuming," 
said Pancher. "If you're not loos-
ened up properly, you put JOintS 
and muscles under great stress." 
Next, 5 to 10 minutes of a car-
diovascular exercise will ready 
muscles for a program of weightS. 
Jogging, jumping rope or riding a 
stationary bike will start the heart 
pumping and increase blood flow 
to the muscles. However, Pancher 
noted that one should gear one's 
cardiovascular warm-up to the 
amount of weight training one 
plans to do. In other words, one 
should ease into the workout. 
Finally, the weight room. Be-
fore entering, have some kind of 
routine in mind so as to avoid 
aimless wandering. For instance, 
work one major muscle (chest, 
shoulders, back, legs) and one 
minor (biceps, triceps) on the same 
day. Exercise each body part two 
to three times per week, allowing 
24to48hoursbetween. Thisway, 
muscles will have time to recover 
before the next workout 
When implementing a weight 
program, start with low pound-
age. Using heavy weight is not 
conducive LO building muscle if 
one has never lifted before. Try-
ing to impress others is not the 
key, fitness is. 
"The weight does not matter if 
you're taxing yourself. It is not a 
major factor. Just stay within 
yourself," said Pancher. 
If the individual is seeking to 
gain size, heavier weightS should 
be added after time, and less rep-
etitions should be done. If tone 
and shape is the aim, use lighter 
weightS while performmg high 
amountS of rcpcuuons. 
Certam exerc1scs, hke bench 
press and dumbeU curls, may re-
quire the use of free we1ghtS. In 
lightofthis,oncshould work w1th 
a partner as often as possible. This 
will help avoid inJury and maxi-
mi7..c output of effon. 
"If proper form and technique 
is nOL used, injuries can happen," 
sLresscdPancher, whonotedsome 
of the problems he sees everyday. 
"If you attem ptto I i ft heavy weight 
with poor form, you're actually 
doing less than you would with 
lighterweightand less repetitions." 
At the end of each sess1on, be 
sure to "cool down" with a variety 
of strelChes. Th1s IS perhaps the 
most1mponant part of the overall 
workout, because u mmimiz.es 
cramps and pulls caused by unfa-
miliar strain on muscles. 
Pancher also stressed that those 
persons just st.artJng an exercise 
regimen should not be embar-
rassed to ask for help. There are 
many trainers who are there to 
provide information and aid. 
With these tips in mind, the 
exercise regimen can begin. Take 
it slowly at first, makmg sure to 
warm up and cool down. And take 
time off once in a while to give 
muscles a chance to recover. 
Weight lifting can be a great stress 
reliever and an enJoyable pastime 
1f done properly. 
"We want everyone on campus 
to take advantage of this out-
standing fac1hty ," Panchcr said. 
"It's a shame not to." 
Water intake reduces excess 
fat and water retention 
by Christine V omero 
Features Editor 
With spring break approaching, 
the hype of exercising is in full 
force. The weight room and the 
uack are bemg occupied to full 
capacity with everyone trying to 
get their bodies into shape for the 
warm weather. 
There is a special trick for 
people who don'tlike to exercise 
or are in the process of exercising. 
One word will end the mystery to 
faster weight loss, and that word is 
water. 
Six to eight glasses of water a 
day can keep body fat away. 
When your stomach starts growl-
ing and you arc trying as hard as 
you possibly can to maintain your 
will power, try drinking a glass of 
water. This will suppress the ap-
petite. 
"Studies have shown that a 
decrease in water intake will cause 
fat depositS to increase, while an 
increase in water intake can actu-
ally reduce fat deposits," accord-
ing to the Body Shop Newsleuer. 
If you are not taking in enough 
water then yourlcidneyscannotdo 
their job correctly. When this 
happens the kidneys rely on the 
liver to help them out. 
Oneofthefunctionsoftheliver 
is to metabolize stored fat so that 
it can be used as energy for the 
body. Yet when the liver needs to 
help out the kidneys, it cannot do 
itS job properly. This means that 
it metabolizes less fat More fat 
remains stored in the body, and 
weight loss stops. 
If your body is not getting 
enough water, it will begin to re-
tain water in order to survive. The 
best way to reduce water retention 
is to drink more water. This will 
cause stored water to be released 
from the kidneys. 
"The overweight person needs 
more water than the thin one. 
Larger people have larger meta-
bolic loads," according to Body 
Shop. The average person should 
drink eight glasses of water a day. 
Yet if a person is overweigh4 they 
should drinJc an extra glass for 
every extra 25 pounds. 
The best kmd of water to drink 
is cold water. This is beuer for the 
body to regulate the system. 
Water can aJso be helpful in 
the following ways: water helps to 
maintain proper muscle tone, 
helps rid the body of waste and 
can help relieve constipation. 
So next time you go to grab a 
Coke, go for the water instead. 







' \f~ie Boyer 
'' ~ '~"Sophomore 
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Academy Awards reflect box office hits 
by Melodie Smith 
Staff Reporter 
Nominations for the 63rd Annual Academy Awards 
were announced Feb. 13; they mcluded several surprises. 
For the ftrSt Lime in much of the Oscar's history, the 
voting members of the Academy tncluded several box-
office/commercial hits, films that are usually ignored at 
Oscar time. 
Most prominent is Ghost, the highest grossing film of 
1990, which was nominated for best picture. Also nomi-
nated for best piclllre were typical Oscar fare such as 
gangster films Godfather Ill and Goodfdlas, the senti-
ment... favorite, Awalcenings, and an epic, Dances With 
Wolves. 
Other surprise nominations (although they were bolh 
deserved), include Julia Roberts (Pretty Woman)and Kathy 
Bates (Misery). both for best actress. 
Granted, no one really expects any of them to actually 
w1n. Dances With Wolves will undoubtly win best picture. 
Al though Bates has a better chance than Roberts of win-
ning bestactress,shewillprobably losetooneoftheother 
best actress nominees who include Meryl Streep(Postcards 
From the Edge). Joanne Woodward (Mr. & Mrs. Bridge) 
and Anjelica Houston (The Grifters), who is favored to 
win. 
However, the mere inclusion of Bates, Roberts and 
Ghost among the nominees may be an indication of the 
Academy's growing positive aui-[ -
tude toward films that are made to 
actually entertain rather than JUSt to 
win Oscars. ~~ 
Kevin Costner's Dances Wuh · 
Wolves, which has already grossed 
over S 1 ()() million, will ultimaLCiy I 
do both. In addiuon to best picture, 
the film received 11 other nomina-
tions, including best actor and direc-
tor. 
Other best actor nominees include 
Robert DeNiro (Awakenings), 
Gerard Depardieu (Cyrano de 
Bergerac). Richard Harris (The 
Field), and Jeremy Irons (Reversal 
ofFortune). SinceAIPacino, wasn't 
nommaLCd for Godfather Ill, the ___ _ ---=-=====-==-~ 
Oscar undoubtedly will go to Irons. t,acino and Oscar nominee Ford Coppola on the set of GodfaJher III. 
Costner will also face stiff com- r ·pi>OI<>C<lUnuyPat.moWl __ ,_Pi_tturco ____ _ 
petition for the best director award. Other nominees Goldberg is the front-runner (and for good reason) for her 
includeFrancisFordCoppola(Godfather/II),SLCphenFears work in Ghost. 
(TheGrifters),BarbetSchroeder(ReversalofFortune)and Although Garcia will probably win the award, Joe 
Marlin Scor-sese (Goodfellas), who is by far the best and Pcsci'sincredibleperformanceinGoodfe/lasdeservesmuch 
most deserving of the directors who were nominated. more recognition, but unfonunatcly it will probably be 
The most impressive lists of nominees, however, are overlooked. 
those for best supporting actor and actress. Andy Garcia is Winners will be announced during the ceremony on 
favored to win for his role in Godfather Ill. Whoopi March 25 in Los Angeles. 
Book of Love's Candy Carol is tragically hip 
by Julian Sevillano 
Asst. Entertainment Editor 
Book of Love has always been 
considered a progressive band. 
Yet, because of their fast-paced 
pop style, it seems that they be-
longon thepopcharts. Their music 
is danccable and catchy, their 
vocal U'C not hard to lisLCn to, and 
their ics are, in some cases, as 
trivb' they get: all the ingredi-
ents n ~ed for a song to hit it big 
on Lop 40 radio. 
had much success on Lhe ahema-
uve chans and only hmitcd suc-
cess on Lhe pop chans. The reality 
IS Lhat they do not seem to belong 
in either venue. Many fans of 
progressive music sec them as a 
pop group, while pop fans for the 
most pan have not even heard of 
them. 
such as "Pretty Boys and Pretty notbeuerthan the1rpre- · 
GJils," "Boy," and "Lullaby," it vious albums, mainly 
seems as if Book of Love has becauseitisthesamein 1 
found a home on the dance charts style and content Ted 
and in the New York and Miami Ottaviano, no relation 
discos. to Susan, contributes a 
Their first release off Candy mixture of ridiculously I 
Carol is "Alice Everyday," a very childish and religious 
upbeat and danceable song, much lyrics. 1 
in their tradition. The vocals of After touring with I 
Lauren Roselli and Susan groups like Depeche 
Ottaviano blend perfectly together. Mode, they have set off 
The difference is that they have 
Their lack of popularity in the 
pop world does not stem from a 
lack of albwns. Candy Carol is 
their third album to be released m 
five years. 
After successful dance releases 
»x; .-.:;-.. 
,The Bro1herhoootof 
IOTA CHI UPSlLON 
Other songs that stand out are ontheirsecondsolotour 
"Counting the Rosaries" and "Tum of Lhe states stopping 10 
The World." "Counting the Ro- Cleveland on March 18 
sarles" begins with a sanctus sung at the Empire. I 
by Mark Roselli, S.J. and con tin- Book of Love puts 
"Tum the World" seems like it will the Empire, it should be ·• 
& Greek Council Sponsor 
ues with a strong beat and samples on a great show, and in I 
ofthesanctusthroughoutthesong. such a small venue as 1: 
be the next release because it is all the beuer. Because 
geared to a wider range of audi- of the small capacity, 
( Mardi Gras ), 
Saturday, February 23, 1991 
·:·· 
~-
8:30pm -12 am 
Wolf & Pot 
Refreshments, Food, Games 
Big Prize Give~ A-Way 
ences. tickets will most likely I 
Candy Carol is iust as szood if not last long. ~..:=== ·=IIi========= ............. ---· ...................... ................ . 
,~ .... terUJinn.wJ.t ArQU~(l~:'l>wn ••. 
Featurin •·'•t , , '· Jeveland .M.liSt(\li.offArt 
... -~--~ :t. ,}ki . . . ~M'M+ 
: '~ VirtUOSi Qu!ntet ,Wifi~~?#.~windqumtets~RejCba(~l tJ1e solo talents ot uve~·e~~PA 
.~tafrceconcertmGartiler '93/No. 1). FtnncaiX (1948kMd uonaJ New York ~l5ts/ • 
• Aodborium at tbe Cleveland ·tlielsen (Op. 43) and FarbS's quintet membet$ were iWned • 
: M~m of Art on Sund;ly .. , Antient _Hungarian .DantU.- as .. Yormg Artist$ f>f I9U" by : 
• Matctt.l0at3:30p.m .. B~ ''w,elhs auangements ofpopu~ MtlSicai.Amerk:a. • 
: Gpn,ner. fl~Jte. Wasb~g«m trlnt:reentb-century Arn~rlca.h Sinceitscriticatly~ai~ : 
• B~~ oboe. Laify Taette. ~tc. The free coocen isf~ CamegieHalldebutin19851 the . 
:¢~~~!#/ames ) Qter, . ~.~i  a$ part of The ~u~;~,, group ttu play~ , ~W:~f.!~~ly: 
.,.~~-JSt.'"}F-Ai(ector .and ¥il~!M"t~;~:b~,. !'-' , _''· :#fM;;::~;,r·,:: Jlttougbou.t the!.. -~ cottmt_··. -~_,;.._~A;  .. d-.·.  
•Pb.ibt«'tre~hOniwlll~~ in 1983 tel$~· '''particutartyonl®Jiasi"~' ~;H• 
• • • • '• • • • • • • • • • • ·• ··• • ··· • • • • • • • • • • • · ·· '··• · e'·e • • • • • • • • • • 'e ' e · · ·"·• e ' e 
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EighLeen months after Chris Isaak's song was origi-
nally released and seven months after it was included in 
David Lynch's ftlmWild at Heart, "Wicked Game" has 
reached the Billboard TopTensingleschart. It is interest-
ing that it took so long for this song to become a "hit." Last 
ENTERTAINMENT 
R.E.M. wiU be out with a new album on March 12. The 
album,entitledOutofTime. wiiJ bcR.E.M.'s first album in 
two years. The first single will be "Losing My Religion," 
which is reponedly a move away from the band's guitar 
Page 11 
Another compilation album already oot js Tallfe 
Yourself. an album sponsered by PET A (People for dae 
Ethical Treaunent of Animals). It features new sougs by 
animal rights supporters including B-52's, Indigo Girls, 
Belinda Carlisle, and R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe. 
~~;;:~~c:~u~:fi~~~;:~!~~; ::= Wh~i~)J~:th~· Musi~~i···dt, 
time and each time was mesmerized by the song, "Wicked -
Game ... He then added the song to the station's playlist -by Philp Budnick ·· 
The Pet Shop Boys recently sold out the Universal 
Amphitheatre in Los Angeles when tickets for !Aeir first 
ever concen tour went on sale. The tour, simply called 
Evening,as playing in lirnitedciues in the U.S. Pet Shop 
Boys already played Jive in their motherland, the U.K.. 
and their performance is available on a new boole video 
simply called HighlighJs. 
for two days, and the song was an immediate hiL Then t ./ .,J 
Power 99's sister stations programmed the song getting ....__..._ ___ ....... ----. __ ~---...;...----"-~ 
the same results. In November Isaak's record label 
Warner/Reprise rushed out a promotional CD single. 
With therecentsuccessofthe single, Isaak's album Heart 
Shaped World recently went gold (500,000 copies sold). 
The song is unique in that it covers a wide range of 
formats. It is a hit with the pop, adult, album/rock and 
modem rock stations. 
A Festival of South African 
Arts and Issues 
February 5 - March 10 
Wozal ran Afncan word meaning Cornel) IS a 
multiCUltural fest1val that will1nclude exh1b1ts of 
photography & decorative arts, poetry & play 
read1ngs; dance performances & d1scuss1ons with 
scholars & experts on South Africa. 
Most Festival events are FREE of charge and take 
place at The Cleveland Play House unless other· 
w1se noted on the schedule. 
Feb. 5·10 - Post-performance Discussions. 
Follow1ng preview week performances of Say 
Zebra and By the Pool. featuring guest speakers: 
Professor Cosmo Pieterse. Ohio University. and 
Dr Brian Macaskill, John Carroll Un1vers1ty 
(Add1t1onal Post-performance discussions are 
scheduled for Feb. 14. 20, 28 and March 6 J 
Feb. I O·Mar. 15 -Art Exhibits. Soweto: June 
16, 1976. Photos by Time/Life photographer 
Peter Magubane.ln Bolton Art Gallery. African 
Elegance: The Traditional Art of Southern 
Africa. From the collection of Rhoda Levinsohn. 
In StudiO One. 
Feb. 1 C>-Mar. 1 5 - Anti-Apartheid Poster Exhl· 
bltlon. African-American Museum, 1765 Craw-
ford Rd (adm1ss1on) 
Feb. 16 - Lecture: "Reporting the Truth 
About Apartheid." Kenneth W Grundy, Profes· 
sor of PolitiCal Science, CWRU. 6.30 p.m. 
Feb. 16 & 17 -South African Film Festival. Cry 
Freedom & Dry White Season, shown concur-
rently at Cedar Lee Theatre, I :00 p.m (admiss1on) 
Feb. 17 -Lecture: " The Culture & Decorative 
Arts of Southern Africa." Rhoda Levinsohn In 
StudiO One, 4 00 p.m. 
Feb. 23 & 24- lmanl Afrlcan·Amerlcan Dance 
Company. Followed by Poetry Reading by 
Cosmo P1eterse 6:30 p.m.(Sat.). 4 00 p.m (Sun I 
Mar. 2 & 3 - Ndlkho & Nom usa: Contempo· 
rary & Folk Music of South Africa. In Studio 
One, 6 30 p.m.(Sat.). 4:00 p.m. (Sun.) 
Mar. 10 - Staged Reading: Born In the R.S.A . 
By Barney Simon. In Brooks Theatre, 7·00 p.m 
Mar. 14 - Mahlathlnl & The Mohotella 
Queens. South African township Jive band 1n 
concert Peabody's DownUnder. 1059 Old R1ver 
Rd, 7·30 & 10:30 p.m.(admiSSIOn) 
Made possible w1th support from 
Oh10 Human1t1es Counc11 
cf Tbe Cle•elancl FounclaUon 
focus. "Radio Song" features guest vocals by rapper KRS-
One, and "Shiny Happy People" features guest vocals by 
B-S2•s Kate Pierson. 
Due out in April isDeadicated, an upcoming Graterul 
Dead tribute album. Dwight Yoakam, Elvis Costello, 
Jane's Addiction, Suzanne Vega, Cowboy Junkies, and 
ohters have covered their favorite Grateful Dead songs. 
ll \ h J:H ,, 
I lOt.; I 1.1 I I.H 
Finally, as if 1-900 numbers and ripptng off Queea 
were not enough, Vanilla Ice has an autobiography. 'The 
book, entitled Ice By Ice, tells everything you ever wanted 
to know about"Mr. Charm" himself, including whatlciod 
of underwear he wears (Victoria's Secret - mCil• s style, of 
course), etc. 
.~ ..... _......, 
Ttv omo.-. ...,,,."., ot 
ft><"'"'-~""'Y-n~ ,,.,. ''K.' \1 L-.\, 
~~~son Span lor 
Josephme R Jl.bady. Art1stJe Director • Dean R. Gladden, Manag•ng D1rector 
Students pay 1/2 price for the First Play 
AND see the Second Pia FREE! 
The South African Rep 
February 5 - March 10 (In rotating repertory) 
Two American premiere plays that explore the effects of apartheid on the human spirlt. 
By 
the Pool 
by Stewart Conn 
directed by 
Josephine R. Abady 
By the Pool explores the 
lives of two couples in South 
Afnca, one wh1te & one 
black. Through biting 
dialogue thetr hopes & fears 
are unveiled as are the vast 
differences in their worlds. 
Every Wed. & Fri. evening 
Every Sat. & Sun. matinee 
Join The Cleveland Play House 
for The South African Rep 
performances of 
SAY ZEBRA and BY THE POOL 
TICKET INFORMATION: Regular I Student 
Prices 112 Price 
Weeknights & Matinees $19 00 s 9.50 
Friday Evenings S28.00 $14.00 
Mon. l\Jes. Wed. 
FEBRUARY s· 6" 
ltbt.1800 Pool BOO 
12 13 
Ztbla 7 30 Pool800 
" 20 z-asoo Pool BOO 
FEBRUARY/ 26 27 
MAifCH ltOto\800 Pool BOO 
s 6 




by Sherry Coman 
directed by 
Michael Breault 
Say Zebra follows a black 
American's case of m1staken 
identity through the 
relentless South African 
penal system as her friend 
and a Canadian journalist 
struggle to w1n her freedom. 
Every Tues., Thurs., Sat. 
& Sun. evening 
Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. 
1 " a· ,. 10" 
ltbta800 Poo18l0 Pool4 30 I'Ool.2 00 
Ztbr~8 30 Zfl)~ 6 )() 
14 15 16 IJ 
Ztbra800 PoolS 30 Pool4 30 I'Ool 2 00 
Zt0ra8 .lO z-a700 
21 22 2) 24 
Ztbra soo PoolS .lO Pool4 )0 I'Ool2 00 
Zt0ta8.l0 Zf'Ota7 00 
28 I l J 
Ztbra800 ,..,.,, 8 30 Pool4 .lO I'Ool2 00 
ltD< a 8 .lO Zrbta 700 
1 8 9 10 
Poo/200 PoolS 30 f'lool4 30 l'l!lol200 
Ztbra 8 00 2:tDr.J9 30 
Receive 50% off each ticket on the first play of your choice (excluding Sat. eves.] 
AND see the second play FREEl 
Choose FREE performance from the follow1ng days: 
SAY ZEBRA: Any Tues. eve. or Sun. eve. • BY THE POOL: Any Wed. eve. or Sun. mat.. 
112 price student tickets go on sale one hour prior to the performance (no Sat. eves.) at the ticket 
office and are subject to availability. Must present student 10 to recerve discount. 
For further information, call The Play House Ticket Office at 795-7000. 
Offer not vahd w1th any other diSCounts or prev1ously purchased tiCkets Offer valid thru ent1re produCtiOn run (Feb 5· Mar lO) . 
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Ba ba black sheep 
Silence of the Lambs leaves audience speechless 
by Philip Budnick 
Entertainment Editor 
After being gripped by The Silence of the Lambs. one 
may ask himself if it is truly worth it to sit there and be 
emotionally worked over by it Johnathan Derome's 
adaption of Thomas Harris' novel plays on the darkness of 
the human psyche and the primordial fears that lie in each 
of us. 
The Silence of the Lambs stars Jodie Foster in her fJ.rst 
role since her Oscar winning performance in The Accused. 
Foster plays Clarice Starling, an FBI trainee on the trail of 
r-------------------------~ 
a serial killer 
who has been 
nicknamed 
Buffalo Bill for 










killer who has a 
renowned in-
~--------------------------1 
Anthony Hopkins plays Dr. Lecter. sight into his 
·pbolo-roronoo fellow psycho-
paths. Lecter also has a nickname, as it seems every 
psychopath has. He is known as Hannibal the Cannibal; he 
was given this name because he eats his victims, or at least 
pans of them. He once ate the tongue of a nurse in an 
attempt to escape. 
In exchange for personal revelations, Lecter reveals 
clues to the identity of Buffalo Bill, who 
at this time has thrown another woman 
into his dungeon and, unless Starling 
can rescue her, will "harvest" her skin. 
Not a movie for the kids. 
extension of his intelligence. For Lecter, he seeks to know 
everything about the people he encounters, and by killing 
them and further by eating them, he absorbs their essence. 
The Silence of the Lambs is a unique, hypnotic thriller 
that has a perverse, enticing theme. I was intrigued by the 
madness and as frightened by it at the same time. The 
One of the more intense scenes in the f rom t h e terrifying be s t s e I I e r 
movie is when Starling goes to visit 
Lecter. She begins her journey into the pycho's cellar and 
her descent into hell. Demme masters the moment He 
knows that everyone in the audience is in suspense as 
Starling wanders past the other psychos to get to Lecter. 
The eerie music is perfect as it amplifies the feeling of 
madness lurking in the halls. Demme's camera angles 
matched with the shades of lighting used so delicately 
here, especially when Starling finally sees Lecter for the 
fJISt time, further enhance this feeling of madness and 
awesome fear. This is one among many of the nailbiting 
scenes that Demme handles with care and precision. 
Demme hits the audience hard with this picture. He 
portrays Lecter as a very perceptive and intelligent person 
who, in a sense, has control over you; Lecter is like a 
human virus that easily infects and manipulates his victims. 
The true horror that Demme subtlely but precisely demon-
strates is that Lecter's homicidal forces are just a natural 
suspense was relentlessasLecter was willing toripanyone's 
face off if given the chance to do so. I was frightened for 
Starling who would willingly give Lecter personal infor-
mation that in essence would give him more control over 
her. The eerie tabboo-like relationship they both share 
becomes apparent Lecter actually respects Starling and 
looks at her as an intellectual equal. This intense rela-
tionship is very suspenseful because of the unpredictability 
of Lecter, who could snap at any time. He is so intrigued 
by Starling that he wants more from her, the same way he 
wanted more from his previous victims. That is why he 
killed and ate them--to. in a sense. absorb them completely. 
The Silence oftheLambswon 't be over when the credits 
start to roll on the screen. With the powerful performances 
of Foster and especially Hopkins, Demme portrays a 
haunting movie that is not too soon forgotten. The Silence 
of the Lambs will leave its viewers speechless. 
COMEDIANS 
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Librarian finds satisfaction in religious life 
45() Years ()I }~suits 
by Bonnie Walwood 
Profiles Editor 
After nearly losing his eyesight 
and his life at age 18, Brother 
William Balconi, SJ. beat the 
odds. As a result, the John Carroll 
community is lucky enough to 
have Balconi • s friendly smile and 
dedication. 
Balconi was born in Jackson, 
Michigan . He went to high school 
in Bay City. Michigan and in his 
senior year at the age of 17, he 
entered the Sacred Heart Seminary 
in Detroit. 
When Balconi was 18 years 
old, he was diagnosed as having a 
brain tumor, which affected his 
eyesight. The doctor told his par-
ents that he only had six months to 
live, but neither the doctor nor his 
parents let him know the progno-
sis. Balconi spent six weeks in the 
hospital at the University of 
Michigan, where his doctor de-
cided to tty X-ray therapy. 
He had 15 operations on each 
side of his head, which they hoped 
would dissolve the tumor. When 
the therapy worlced, Balconi • s 
doctor was so pleased that he in-
cluded Balconi'scase in a book he 
was writing. 
After recuperating, Balconi 
attended Central Michigan Uni-
versity where he received a 
Bachelor of Arts degree and 
graduated with a teaching degree. 
He taught from 1954-58 at a high 
school in Ithaca, Michigan . 
Teaching never satisfied Balconi, 
and he still felt the call to enter a 
religious life. He wrote to a Jesuit 
provincial newspaper and was 
accepted for an interview with the 
Jesuits. 
As a novice in Milford, Ohio, 
Balconi spent a year studying and 
then transferred to Columbiere 
University with 15 other class-
mates. These 15 men constituted 
JCU ac r sfo w 
by Meghan Gourley 
When students today are asked 
about their future plans, one typi· 
cally expects the reply of a doctor, 
lawyer,orpolitician. Itseemsthat 
somewhere between grammar 
school and college a dream got 
lost Aspirations of someday be· 
coming a ballerina or an astronaut 
are disrupted by reality. 
ThatisnotthewayL.J.Eckley, 
of Coming, New York, views her 
future. 
"I'll do what my heart wants 
me to do," said Eckley. after dis· 
cussing her many interests and 
future goals. 
Eckley displays one of these 
interests in the portrayal ofFelicity 
in Tom Stoppard's murder mys· 

















Eckley's love lies within opera. 
"It's the most passionate art 
form I've ever encountered." said 
Eckley. 
After she graduates this spring, 
Eckley plans to attend the Univer-
sity of Aleron to study opera. She 
hopes to earn her degree in vocal 
performance. 
Studying voice in high school 
and singing for her high school 
choir piqued her interest in the 
opera. Eckley said she was very 
shy when she was younger, but a 
high school teacher, Richard Perry. 
helped her to overcome her shy-
ness and get involved in the the.. 
ater. OtherthanforrnerNewYork 
Metropolitan Opera star Renata 
Tebaldi, Eckley regards Perry as 
her biggest mentor. 
In addition to her love of mu· 
the first group of novice brothers 
at Columbierc, which was built by 
the Detroit province of Jesuits. 
From there, Balconi studied at 
Xavier University in Cincinnati 
and then finished his schooling at 
Rosary College in River Forest, 
Illinois. He received a degree of 
Masters of Science and Library 
Science there. 
Balconi worked as a librarian 
at St. Ignatius High School in 
Cleveland from 1963to 1978. He 
then came to JCU in 1978to work 
in the Grasselli library. 
"Thefirstyearlwasherc,B.C., 
or'beforccomputers', wedid325 
loans by hand, and in 1990 we did 
sic, Eckley's talents are put to use 
on a much larger scale. She is very 
involved in the peace movement 
and belongs to a group called 
Prayers for Peace. 
"Everyone thinks the war is all 
black and whitc ... lfyouareagainst 
the war then you are anti-govern-
ment," said Eckley. "But that's 
not the way it is. We are anti-
military," she said. 
Eckley expresses her concern 
for the safe return of the troops in 
the Persian Gulf. The purpose of 
ing." 
5000 loans by 
computers," 
said Balconi. 
He takes pride 





are pressed for 
space. The 
staff is trying 
tokeepupwith 
the times by 
computeri:t.-
Balconi says that the biggest 
problem in the library is when 
people tear out articles or steal 
magazines. 
Thebestqualitiesofthehbrary 
are Balconi's student workers. 
"Most students in the hbrary arc 
pleasant and gratifying to work 
with." Also, Balconi likeshelpmg 
the students when they are search· 
ing for material. He says that some 
students are so appreciative that it 
makes him feel good. 
Balconi's main concern deals 
with the diminishing amount of 
young people entering the reli· 
gious life. 
Prayers for Peace, however, is not 
only to support the American 
people, but to hope for the safety 
of the Iraqi people. 
"We just want everyone to 
come home now before they come 
home in body bags," Eckley SaJd. 
Eckley decided to earn an En· 
glish degree to be "safe and stable." 
After getting married this coming 
August, she plans to pursue her 
career in theater and to perform. 
No matter what Eckley is do-
ing, whether it be performing or 
"We wish students would think 
more of rehgJous hfe. It's a satis-
fymg life," said Balconi. "In a 
religJous life, you're more apt to 
fmd closeness to God." 
He said that the Jesuits will 
always rely on prayer and God's 
wtll in their need for young people 
in thetr community. 
Balcom happily speaks of a 
pilgrimage he made 10 1985 with 
12 other Jesuit brothers and three 
priests to Israel. 
"It was one of the greatest ex-
periencesof my life," said Balconi. 
"We were standing on the same 
ground as Jesus and the apostles." 
After coming home from work 
10 the library. Balcom spends the 
evenmg reading or watching a few 
programs. 
HeisaWorldWarlandWorld 
War II buff and enJOys readmg 
books concerning the wars, as well 
as reading books on the lives of 
saints. 
Balconi has thoroughly enjoyed 
his 13 years working and living at 
JCU. 
"I love the campus," said 
Balconi. "The whole John Carroll 
community is made up of lots of 
great people." 
0 
proteSting, she draws strength from 
Wilham Wordsworth's words: 
"We have, all of us, one human 
heart." "If Mr. Bush and Mr. 
Hussem can truly believe that," 
satd Eckley. "the world would be 
a much better place." 
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Lady Streaks fall 
by Julie Evans 
Staff Reporter 
Against !.be odds, John Carroll 
University's women's basketball 
11eam pounded seventh seeded 
Otterbein 82-60 in the fll'St game 
of the Ohio Athletic Conference 
post-season on Monday. How-
ever, Muskingum ended the 
Streaks 1990 season with a 78-66 
vic1ory. 
The Streaks began the tOurna-
ment strong with their biggest 
OAC victOry of the season, and 
snapped a lhree game losing streak 
in doing so. 
Sophomore Beth Arrowsmith 
racked up 24 poimsand 9 rebounds 
and freshman Cindy Shumaker 
added 16 points and 6 boards. 
Junior Juliana Klocek scored 14 
points and freshman guard Mich-
elle Bi.elozer helped out with 10 
points and 9 assists. 
Klocek has scored 42 points in 
Carroll's two tOurnament wins the 
past two seasons. 
The Streaks led 42-37 at half-
time and used theiTsize advantage 
to pull off an upset in the flfst 
round for the scond consecutive 
year. John Carroll outtebounded 
Otterbein 41-27 . It was the 
Streaks' second dcfeatofOUerbein 
on the road th1s season. 
The Streaks moved on to face 
second place Muskingum on 
Tuesday. Muskingum annihilated 
the Streaks earlier this season at 
Muskingum 106-70, the most 
points given up by the Streaks this 
season. 
The Streaks improved their 
performance since the teams' last 
meeting, but were unable to really 
pull ahead. They exited the fll'St 
half down by 11 and never rallied. 
Muskingum used a balanced 
scoring attack 10 defeat the S trcak.s, 
with Michelle Snow leading the 
way with 16 points. Five Muskies 
fmished in double figures. 
Shumaker chalked up a career 
high 31 points and broke a school 
record with 23 rebounds. 
Arrowsmith and sophomore Sheri 
Skedel each contributed 8 points. 
For the season, Shumaker av-
eraged 14.5points and 8rebounds 
per game. 
She also finished the regular 
season as the OAC's tenth leading 
scorer. 
Arrowsmith fmished 17th in 
scoring with a 12.3 average per 
game. Bielozer was tenth in assists 
in the OAC with a 2.8 average, 
second in three-point field goal 
percentage at .376, and fourth in 
three-point field goals made per 
game with 1.28. 
Also. sophomore Elaine 
Weaver was named to lhe Honor-
able Men lion AJI-OAC Academic 
Team. Weaver, a chemistry ma-
jor, has a 3.76 grade point. 
13897 Cedar Road 
(Located in Cedar Center Plaza) 
932-8828 
We now accept Visa & Mastercard 
M-Th 5-8 pm 
Happy Hour Fri. 5-9 pm 
----->>> $1.25 
Chess and backgammon boards available every 
night. Clubs meet on Mondays. 
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Championship weekend at JCU 
looks good for wrestlers, swimmers 
by Mike Stein 
Sports Editor 
Hosting the Ohio Athletic 
Conference Championships this 
weekend in both wrestling and 
swimming is more lhan enou~h 10 
qualify John 
Carroll Univer- Sports 
sity for its own Analysis 
mini champion------
ship weekend. And 10 top it off, 
the Blue Streaks wrestlers and 
swimmers will most likely walk 
away wilh three new champion-
ship banners for JCU. 
While Blue Streak football and 
basketball have seized most of the 
coverage by the Cleveland media, 
the wrestlers and swimmers have 
seized conference dominance. 
Swim coach Mau Lenhart has 
quietlybUtlt adynasty. The men 's 
team has never lost a conference 
dual meet(8-0in two years), while 
the women have gone 7-1. Both 
teams won conference titles last 
season and should repeat this year. 
With a mixture of youlh and 
by Kevin Krueger 
Sheena Easton, eat your heart 
out At John Carroll University, 
the whole campus has begun 
strutting to a fitness beat all its 
own. 
For students, faculty, and 
alumni who cannot afford, or 
would not want the frills of be-
longing to a high-tech health club, 
the recent opening of the Ralph 
Vince Fitness Complex has pro-
vided a complete and accessible 
opponunity for the John Carroll 
community to stay physically fit 
"The mcrcase in space and 
equipment is fantastic," said Dave 
Poplar, a John Carroll senior. "I 
think a lot of people are excited 
and impressed with the changes." 
"Wilh Cleveland's unpredict-
able wealher, It's nice to know 
there's always somewhere 10 go 
to get a good workout," said Sue 
Govemali, also a Carroll senior. 
experience, the swim teams have 
resembled something close to a 
juggernaut this season. For the 
third straight season All-America 
diver Christie Palumbo has quali-
fied for nationals. And newcom-
ers such as Marcy Mulbarger. who 
is near a national qualifying time, 
have jumped right into the water 
and performed beuer than could 
be expected. 
The men's team, with senior 
JeffLaCamera as one of nine men 
looking 10 repeat as OAC cham-
pion, has been just as succesful. 
Perhaps the teams should begin 
competing against each other, 
since no other teams have been 
doing a very good job of it the past 
couple seasons. 
While the swimming teams 
have been enjoying such success 
only recently, John Carroll's 
wrestling team has dominated for 
over twenty years. Head coach 
Kerry Volkmann inherited a team 
built by current Carroll Athletic 
DiTeclOrTony DeCarlo and kept it 
competitive on the national level. 
The wrestlers competing this 
weekend could be Carroll legends 
tomorrow. Three OAC champi-
ons return in Nick Salatino (118), 
Dave Buckiso (134), and Dan 
Single (heavyweight). Buckiso 
was the runner-up at the NCAA 
Division III Championships last 
season. 
John Carroll will roll out the 
mats this Saturday when they wel-
come the other OAC schools inlO 
Carroll Gym. Then they will 
probably grind the competition 
into them. 
Many Carroll sll.ldents will be 
surprised to find out that such 
championship caliber teams com-
pete at this school. With football 
and basketball as the most visible 
spons, championships do not seem 
to be flowing into John Carroll, 
although the football team did win 
its conference one year ago. But 
this weekend Carroll spons fans 
will get a dream weekend of 
championship competition, with 
the Streaks as the favored teams 10 
win. 
Time to pump it up at 
John Carroll 
"I get a great workout on the 
StairMaster machine in a minimal 
amount of time." 
The fitness complex spons two 
new rooms, the cardiovascular 
room and the Tom Corbo workout 
room. The cardiovascular room is 
complete with universal, rowing, 
and leg machines designed to in-
crease endurance and heart 
strength. (Some machines even 
have those neat little red dots that 
Ms. Easton loves so much.) The 
Corbo room features free weights 
and Cybex machinery for those 
more inclined to build up their 
musculature. 
Just as impressive as the sharp 
appearance of the rooms has been 
theCarrollcommunity'sresponse 
to them. The campus seems to be 
taking full advantage of each, 
while respecting and contributing 
to their current condition and up-
keep. 
"We've had very few problems 
wilh anyone utilizing the facili -
ties," said athletic direc10r Tony 
DeCarlo. "Most people have been 
very cooperative in our attempts 
to make sure the complex is being 
used properly. and we hope this 
atlitude will carry over 10 the us-
age of other athletic areas like the 
football field and the basketball 
courts." 
ValidatedJCU identification is 
required to use the Ralph Vince 
complex and the intramural bas-
ketball courts, while a written 
permit is needed to gain entry on10 
the football field for an activity. 
It seems certain that the en-
thusiasm and respect being evi-
denced by many is a collective 
thumbs up for recreational op-
ponunities all of John Carroll now 
has. 
"I'veseen the facilities at other 
schools, and had a chance to use 
them," said Lynn Friedman, a 
sophomore. "These rooms are 
easily the nicest I've worked out 
in,and they seem 10 have a friendly 
yet hardworking atmosphere that 
I enjoy." 
Carroll to dedicate Ralph Vince Fitness 
This Saturday, John Carroll 
University will welcome back 
formerfootballcoachRalph Vince 
when it dedicates the Ralph Vince 
Fitness Complex. 
Vince, who coached the Blue 
Streaks from 1927-35, and Tom 
Corbo,lhe fl.fStJCU wrestling All-
American, will be the guests of 
honor Saturday when Carroll holds 
The opening and dedication of the 
Ralph Vince Fitness Complex. 
The ceremonies will be from 2 
p.m. 10 3 p.m. in the ground floor 
of the JCU Gymnasium Building. 
John Carroll Athletic Director 
Tony DeCarlo will emcee the 
dedication. 
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First game tourney loss ends long hoop season 
by David Caldwell 
Sports Editor 
The frustration is over for John 
Carroll's men's basketball team. 
A season that began with the 
promise of improvement and re-
vitalization of the basketball pro-
gram ended in familiar fashion as 
Carroll dropped a 66-55 decision 
to host Ohio Northern in the first 
round of the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference tournament Monday. 
The season finale was indica-
Live of the Blue Streaks' fortunes 
in the OAC in the last two years. 
"Il was a typical game for us," 
head coach Tim Baab said. "We 
were in control and in the last ten 
minutes we lost control." 
Carroll led 31-26 at the half, 
and twice had leads of as much as 
eight points in the second half. 
Ohio Northern then cut the lead to 
one point in only two possesions 
as the Polar Bears convened a rare 
four-point play, followed by a 
three-point play in consecutive 
possessions. ONU went on to 
score in 17 straight possesions to 
secure the victory. 
"Once again our perimeter 
shooting in the second half cost 
us," Baab said. "That was a 
problem consistently all year .. 
OFF-LINE PATRICK KILCLINE FEEBLE MIND MARKRAKOCY 
"O.K. ClASS. TIIAT CONCLUDES OUR 
ANATOMY LESSON. LETS MOVE 
ON TO 'DRACUlA,' CHAPTERS ... " 
Yt:AH, ·nv.r'5 
- Hr"'\ At.Rrc-.llr. 
J.l~·~ 7'1-/£ oN£ 
WHO .lo7"0Lc 
MY ~K~N/ 
Junior forward Mike Toth led 
JCU with 14 points, and guard 
Brian DeLap was the only other 
Streak in double figures with 10. 
JCU connected on only 5-of- 15 
threc-pointauempts. TheStrea.lcs' 
last victory of 1990-91 came at the 
hands ofONU ,just over two weeks 
earlier at Carroll Gym. 
In each of their two years in the 
OAC, the Streaks fmished with a 
3-15 conference record and were 
eliminated in the first round of 
tournament play. Carroll also 
failed to gain home-court advan-
tage for the first round of the OAC 
playoffs for the second straight 
year. A team needs only to finish 
at least eighth in the ten-Learn OAC 
to host a tournament game. 
JCU lost its last four conference 
regular season games to occupy 
last place in theOAC. The Streaks 
earned ninth place a year ago. 





BOSTON, MA 02130 
F A S T 
FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM 
$1000 in just one week. 
Earn up to $1000 for your campus 
organization. Plus a chance at $5000 
morel This program works! No in-
vestment needed. Call 1-800-932-
0528 Ext. 50. 
Summer Sublets Wanted 
Law firm seeking furnished apart-
meats for summer associates to 
conference regular season games 
last week, losing on the road at 
Marietta 85-72 on Saturday and at 
Hiram last Wednesday 68-66. 
Over the last two seasons JCU is 
1-17 in road OAC games. 
Carroll's 8-18 overall record 
for the season represents a one-
game improvement over last year's 
7-19 mark, and is not the kind of 
boostmostobserversexpccted for 
1990-91. After a promising start, 
the Streaks OAC performance 
removed any lofty aspirations. 
Nonetheless, Baab sees some 
progress. 
"We aren't that far off," Baab 
said. "We didn't win a lot, but we 
found out who is willing to com-
mit to this program. Our guys 
played as hard as anybody in the 
conference." 
Baab singled out seniors Sean 
Keane, Steve Snowball, Tom 
continued on page 16 
. Leather coat Lost Satorday 
Ferguson's. Many personal items 
(I. D., keys, glasses. etc.) REWARP. 
No questions asked if returned. 
PLEASE ... It's my only coat. Call 
-1156 or (419) 372-5308 
Souza. you're a respectable 
and good friend Ignore last 
comment 
sublet. Please contact Debbie I---------
Tomedolskey(586-7306)orLorieHart Lost Our Monkey, Who Stole Our 
(586-1351). Monkey? 
1-------------1 Dave- You're not allowed in the club 
MATH TUTORING - All levels, in- house anymore! 
eluding statistics. Call David at 691- 1-- - - - ----
0812. Available anytime, including Please Hammer don't hurt'em! One 
weekends. night you'll have toannhilate my straw 
1- ---------- Love, Hot Rod 
SPRING BREAK ... DAYTONA 1-----------1 
BEACH!!! Cheap fun in the sun. For I am Evil! Get away, I am Evil! I Will 
more information, call Vince at 397- corrupt you, Jen. please get away 
5250 or Gene at397-5259. f------------1 
---1 Julian is going to the chapel and he's 
WE NEED: SELF-MOTIVATED 
S T U D E N T S Earn up to $10hr 
.Market credit cards on campus. 
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions 
available. Call Now 1-800-950-8472 
Ext. 20 
Help Wanted: Dial America, nation's 
largest telemarketing firm needs 
communicators to work 
9am - 1pm, 12pm- 4pm, 5:30pm -
9:30pm, 6pm - 1 Opm. or 9pm - 12am. 
Flexible scheduling. For interview 
call 333-3367. 
gonna get married. 
You ride a big wheel to school? You 
sit in dass and drool? You're cool 
Phil? You're favorite movie is Hard to 
Kill? 
Laura. Kristy, D1ane, Bill, Don, and 
Joe - GOODLUCK in interviews!!! 
From 
Karen and Joe- Thanks for everything 
from the mmor on the ceiling. 
Bonnie. Audrey, and Jen - Goodluck 
TDL WORD PROCESSING Low in OAC'sll Love 321 
rates - overnight service. Call 382-
4093. Keep up the good work cast! 
Sublets Needed: Large law firm look- Inspector Hound 1s on the case! 
ing for homes I apartments for law 
students who are derking In Cleve- Booty Budnick does L.A and rides 
land dunng summer months. Call the N1njal' - Ha Ha Pete. 
Paula Galbincea 687-8817 
-
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Wrestlers ready to battle for first OAC title 
by Tim Horan 
Sports Editor 
In search of us fltst Ohio Ath-
letic Conference championship, 
lhe John Carroll wrestling team 
will havethecomfortofhome this 
weekend when they host a very 
competitive OAC wrestling 
championship toumamem at Car-
roll Gym on Saturday. 
The tournament will feature the 
return of seven of the 10 indi v1dual 
champions of one year ago, in-
cluding three from John Carroll: 
Nick:Salatino(118pounds),Dave 
Buck:iso (134 pounds), and Dan 
Single (heavyweight). 
Also adding to the drama of 
lhe event is the fact that only 17 
wrestlers from the OAC qualify 
for the national tournament this 
year, down from 20 last year. 
Some of the key matchups to 
look: for: 
• At 118 pounds, look: for 
Salatino (18-8-2) to be challenged 
by Mount Union's J.R. Richner 
(9-7-1), and Ohio Northern's 
Curtis Thompson (22-6). 
• Mount Union's 126-pound 
John Topoly (15-0) will look to 
stay undefeated, but will have to 
fend off John Carroll Wall 
Karrenbauer (12-10) to do so. 
Karrenbauer wrestled very lOugh 
in his4-21oss tO Topoly two weeks 
ago. 
• At 134 pounds, Buckiso (23-
6) will get strong challenges from 
OhioNorlhern 'sF red Boulton (23-
2) and Muskingum's John 
Edwards (12-6-I). 
• Mount Union's defending 
142-pound champion Ron Parker 
will be the favorite in this class, 
but look out for Musktngum's 
Wayne Heller (13~-1). Heller 
was the 142-pound runner-up last 
year after losing to Parker by a 
single point. 
• At 150 pounds, Mount 
Union's Sandy Womack brings in 
a 15-1 record along with a third 
place finish in last year's Division 




Thus. Only: The Eddies 
DJ Every Friday Night 
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To Classic Rock and Roll 
lll National Championships. 
G1ving Womack a fight will be 
He1delberg'sTom Wynn (23-2-1) 
and John Carroll's freshman Mike 
Gillmor ( 19-6). 
• John Carroll's Tim Connor 
(18-9) was a runner-up last year, 
and is the favorite as the defend-
ing champion was lost tO gradua-
uon. Connor will be tested by 
OhioNorthern'sJohnRourke(l0-
1) and Mount Union's Shawn 
Brown (13-1), a national qualifier 
from a year ago. 
• Judd Smith (20-9-1) from 
John Carroll will be the favorite in 
an injury filled 167-pound weight 
class. The only other wrestlers 
with wmnmg records arc Baldwin-
Wallace's J1m Lis (14-10-2) and 
Ohio Northern's Marvin Beverly 
(22-11). 
• At 177pounds,itisanybody's 
utle. John Carroll's Tim Bane 
( 18-8-1 ), Heidelberg's Brandon 
Payne (19-6), and Muskingum's 
Don Bell (14~) all have a shot to 
win. 
• The 190 pound weight class 
will feature the most returning 
national qualifiers of any d1v1S1on 
in the OAC. Returntng OAC 
champion Bart Randolph of Hei-
delberg has a 22- 1 record this year. 
and will be looking for his thltd 
consecutive OAC crown. 
Tony Cipollone of Baldwin-
Wallace, who finished second to 
John Carroll's Joe Schmidt last 
year at 177 pounds, has moved up 
with no problem. He is 25-3 with 
15 pins this season. 
Add to the party the only re-
turning All-American in th1s 
weight class, JCU's Corey 
Bowser, and this is a very interest-
ing drawing. 
• LastJy,atheavyweight,Smgle 
( 17-8-1) is the defending cham-
pion, with Mount Union's Dan 
Bobish (25-2) and Heidelberg's 
Mau Randolph (20-6) as the tOp 
contenders. 
Blue Streak head coach Kerry 
Volkmann is not counting on a 
sure victory, despite his talented 
team. 
"We've been close all year (to 
tournament championships], yet 
we keep coming up short," 
Volkmann satd. "We've placed 
second in a number of tourna-
ments, so I've issued a challenge 
to the guys to bring home a win. 
We want to qualify as many guys 
as we can, and the best way to do 
that is tO win as many weight 
classes as possible. We do that, 
then everything else will faJI into 
place." 
As far as the advantage of be-
ing at home goes, Volkmann ad-
mits there will be a bit of a "home 
mat advantage." 
"We definitely will do better at 
home," Volkmann sa1d. "The 
support of the university has been 
tremendous." 
The Streaks w1ll be ready for 
acuon starting with the prelimi-
naries, which begin at 10 a.m. 
Saturday, and concluding with the 
finals scheduled to begin at 3:30 
p.m. 
Swimmers hope for sweep in 
conference championship meet 
by Mike Stein 
Sports Editor 
When the John Carroll Univer-
sity men's and women's swim 
teams hit the water this weekend, 
they will both be trymg to defend 
their Ohio Athletic Conference 
championships of one year ago. 
Carroll will look for •ts second 
straight sw1mmmg sweep begin-
ning th1s Fnday at noon in JCU's 
Johnson Natatorium and continu-
ing through the weekend, with 
starts at noon on Saturday and 
Sunday as well. 
Division Ill All-American 
diver Christie Palumbo leads 
eleven returning Blue Streak 
conference champions, nine men 
and two women. For the third 
consecutive season. Palumbo has 
qualified for the NCAA Division 
III Nauonals. 
Other key swimmers for the 
women are senior co-captains 
Amy O'Shea in the breaststroke 
and Ellen Green in the individual 
medley. For three consecuuve 
years, O'Shea and Green have 
been on conference winn ing 
teams, f1tst in the Presidents· Ath-
letic Conference, and now m the 
OAC. 
Also, Carroll's head coach 
Mau Lenhart has coached a con-
ference winner every year smce 
he took over the reins of the 
women's team as well as the men's 
five years ago. 
The toughest competition for 
the Streaks in the five-team con-
ference meet should come from 
Baldwin-Wallace and Mount 
Union. Carroll , however, com-
pleted the regular season with 
perfect 4-0 OAC dual meet 
records. 
Top competitOrs for the women 
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are expected tO be freshman Marcy 
Mulbarger, sophomore Bonnie 
MacDougall, and sophomoreJ ulie 
Boric. Mulbarger is the female 
swimmers' best chance to qualify 
for Nauonals. 
On the men's side, senior Jeff 
LaCamera IS expected to do well 
in the 50-yard freestyle, while 
freshman David O'Dell will be 
the Blue Streaks' top competitOr 
in the 200-yard Individual med-
ley. O'Dell also has a chance of 
qual1fymg for the national cham-
piOnships with a good perfor-
mance. 
SincejoinmgtheOAClastyear, 
Carroll's men have never lost a 
dual meet, going 8-0 in that time. 
The women have lost only once, 
to Baldwin-Wallace last season, 
but avenged that defeat earlier this 
year. 
Some of Carroll's top compe-
tillon is expected to come from 
cross-town rival Baldwin-
Wallace. Brother-sister combo 
Amy and Jeff Forster are two of 
the top swimmers m the freestyle 
distance threats. Chrisue Palumbo 
could be challenged by the Yel-
low-Jackets' scruor Peggy Fortune. 
Men·s hoops 
continued from page IS 
Larkin, and Sean O'Toole. 
"Our scmors' effort was tre-
mendous amidst a lot of adver-
sity," Baab said. 'fPersonally,l'll 
miss those guys." 
O'Toole has a year of eligibil-
ity remaining and may or may not 
return to the team next year. 
